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Residence
halls to be
renovated·

Pettit opposes
checkoff plan
By Richard Goldstein
StaifWriter

The Chancellor'S uffice will
: -:commend at July's Board of
Trustee's meeting tha~ i.k
proposed Illinois Public In.crest Research group should
not be paid for by a "negative
chec••<lff" ~y')tem.
But Student Trustee Bill Hall
said Wednesday that the new
policy proposal from Cha~
cellor Lawrf'nce K. PettIt
should be submitted to studen.
constituency groops for a
formal vute before the Board
IA: Trustees takas action.
The proposal advocates ~t
new swdent fees supporting
programs outside of the
student activity fund must be
paid for by a "positive
checkoff" s~·stem. Positive
checkoff requires that
studf'J'./$ mark an area oc thE;il
bl.!t'SlI.f bill indic'lting they
wish to pay the fee.
Exempted from the policy is
the student activity fee and a
student-ta-student
grant.
While the student activity fee

is required from all students,
the student-to-student grant
UFi!S the negative checkoff
system, in which stu~ents
must mark the bursar bill or
are charged the $2.25 fee.
AIthut:gh the debate over a
IlegatiV€ ChecKO.f system was
p!'eCipitaW<i oy IPIRG sUIT
PUI'ters, Pettit &aid the. new
policy is not aimed :>peculcally
at fPIRG and hc~ that
IPInG could survive wi!noot a
nega tive checkoff.
"They (IPIRG supporters)
earnt:Stly believe ~t the only
WIl.V toe IPIR(! will work il>
with (a negative checkoff,)"
Pettit said. "I hope they're
wrong."
Public interest research
groups are student-governed,
prufessionally-stc1ffed research and advocacy organizations
which work with ronsumer and
environmental issues.
ILl II, who has supported it
negative checkoff system for
TPIRG at past board meetings,
said tt.e proposal should go

SyLisaMlller
Staff Writer

COIIStruCt. _n has been aIT
proved for six Thompson Point

Laying on the Une
calvin ScoII, cartJondaIp lays down a ~ to mark a ClOSS
walt on the comer of S&dh wan • .d East MaIn SbeeIs wI*
James Cooper, carbondale, lnoIswhle~ 1lu'9day.

residence halls to accomodate
students who are physiC<!lly
disabled.
The SIU Board of Trustees
approved initial plans in
February, but final approval is
still required by the board at
its July meeting.
Don llallestro, assistant
director of business for
University housing, said the
showers would be enlarged
and the sinks would be lowered
to accomodate a wheelchair.
"The entrancewayr will be
reconstructed and automatic
doors will be installed on the
exterior of the building, as well
as in the student's room,"
Ballestrosaid.
Each of the six residence
halls will have two entranceways, Ballestro said.
One will be the regular locked
door and the other will be the
automatic door. "A garageSea~Page5

See PROPOSAL, Page 5

Elementary sf?hool teachers _§tugents_<chase~w.~Y
brush up on"teaching'SRills" . attackers in Chicago Sy Irene Oploh
Staff·Nriter

Soothern Illinois elementary
school teachers are bru."hing
up on their teaching skills so
they can offer students a more
balanced curriculum, Dean
Sh.. ck, director of the
University's Renewal Institute
for Practicing Teachers, said.
Mainta!::.i&.g a cun icular
~··:.ance is becoming more
important to elementary
school teachers because of
stri;:ter state testing, Stuck
said.
State tests. which covered
math and reading last year, in
the next few years will include
physil''\l science, social
science and other areas that
have not been taught extensively to students in lower
grades, Stuck said.
'·Some elementary school
teachers have not taken more
than one science course in
college, and they end up
learning the material along

with the kids," stuck said.
"The new testing has teachers
worried."
Some Southern Illinois
teachers have taken the
initiative to e~nd their
teaching skills throogb the
University's R'~newal Institute, and others throogb a
summer science program
funded by the Illinois Board of
Hig.tleI' Education.
"RenewcU Institute is aIT
propriately named because,
after many years of teaching,
it gave me a new burst of
enthusiasm for the material,"
Jacque Gluss, a fourth grade
teacher from a school outside
Chicago, said.
Rene' ·al Institute is a
program designed to keep
practicing teachers up to date
m individual subject areas and
in the latest teaching methods.
There is no tuition fee for the
program and teachers receive
graduate level course credit.
"Now I know what my

students feel like in their
frustrations
and
accomplishments," Sue Lynn
Johnson, a second. grade
teadler from Murphysborol
said. "I never used a woro
processor before, and DOW 1
feel comfortable with the
computer."
Gluss said she enrolled in the
cc.urse to become familiar with
computers and pick up
graduate level hours.
The program will expand to
new locations this year, where
it will reach Southern lllinois
school teachers who are
unable to commute to the
University. Classes will be
offered in Sparta, Nashville,
Centralia, Salem, Fairfield,
and Vienna.
"We've been very successful
and have almost cl.austed oor
capacity in nearby school
districts," Stuck said. "AIT
proximately 480 teachus from

Sy lisa Miller
Staff Writer

Robert Cundiff, a
graduate assistant who
works in the finance
department, and Ius wife,
Kirsten, a graduate
assistant who works in the
English deparbnent, had no
idea they would return from
Chicago as heroes.
They were coming back to
Carbondale from a wedding
in Maine when they missed
their connecting flight to St
Louis from Chicago.
They were forced to spend
the night in Chicago.
They managed to fmel a
room in a "less than
adequate motel" outside of
the city, Cundiff said.
"The driver of the motel's
van that took us from the
airport to the motel had a
flask of whiskey in his
pocket That's how bad it
was," be said. '

The next day, the coople
decided to see the sigbts in
Chicago..
"I was amazed to fmd out
that bus tickets fromoor
Sea HERO, Page 5

Gus

Gus says this hero made
out like a bandit.

Sea TEAai, Page 5
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After s~nding.12 years m
~tIe
UDiverslty's
a~minilScration, Ernest LewIS
said he's ready to go back to
teaching.
.
Lewis, the current assocla!e
vice president for aca~emlc
affairs and research, will be
vacating the position Aug. 31.
Lewis first arrived at the
University in 1965 as a
graduate ~tudent. He became
a faculty member in :~o and
tau g h t e d u c a h 0 n a I
psychologv. He later became
the chain:nan of the depart-

gri~an~

1982,

promoted to associate vice
presidellt.
"I'm just ready to go back
into reaching," Lewis said.
Lewis said he will remain at
the University and return to
teaching
educational
psyschology.
A search is being conducted
to find a replacement for
Lewis.
Benjamin Shepherd, vice
president of academic affail's,
has put together a screening
committee to find a suitable
replacement.

will carefully review all
nominations and applicatiO'lS,
and recommend the best
qualifiedapplicant,"Sbepberd
said..
According to a report
released from Shepherd's
office the associate vice
president will assist the vice
president in tile following
matters:
_Manage the academic affairsaooresearchbudget;
_do research fill' faculty on
appointments,
tenure,
promotions and rela ted issues;
..
_serve as liaISon for faculty

and

action;.
..t '
_momtor the Umversl Y S
costn:covery~a~; .
_revlt;w
adml!ll.strab~e,
professlOnal a!ld Civil Servl~
appomtments m all acadenuc
units;
_prepare reports related to
academic affairs required for
internal planning.
Sberberd said those who
apply for the position should be
"established scholars and hold
rank of full or associa te
professor and be tenured in an
academic department or
school."
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BEIJI!iG (UPl) - China rc~ected Thursday as "sheer
faLrication" a u.s. protest that its soldiers deliberately shot at
foreign diplomats' apartJ:Qents last month during the crushing of
the . democracy movement protests. The ruling body of the
noniinal parliament, meanwhile, adopted a resolution saying it
was "greatly indi.gnaDt" over lB.st week's vote by the U.S. House
of Representatives approving DeW economic sanctions against
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'JanoS Kadar, installed by the SovietUnion after the ill-fated 1956
uprising and ousted from power last year, died Tbursday after a
long illness, the official Hungarian news agency said He was. TI.
In a twisl of fate, his death came on the same day that the
Hungarian government legally rp.abilitated Iinre Nagy, the
~~;~~der of the uprising,?execute.:l f,.. treason under
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Government Imposes decisive asbestos ban
WASHINGTON <UPI) - The government imposed a ban on
asbestos Thursday that will he phased in over seven years on
almost everything containing the cancer-causing material,
including automobile brakes. Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator William Reilly, calling asbestos a "potent human
carcinogen," said widespread use of the material in industry and
construction has created "a legacy of dea th."

state

Logan stamp beirlg sought
by local group of boosters
BENTON, Ill. (UP!) - Civil War Gen. John A. Logan deserves
his own postage I!tamp for establishing the Memorial Day 0bservance, a committee of hometown 600sters said Thlll'fiday.
Logan, who was instrumental in the taking of Vick:>burg, commandingsoldiers co~p.t:ed from Illinois coal mines, issued a
general order in 1868 calling for the first Memorial Day 0bservance.

rm~g8.1.~~~~g~,Jr~~!~1';l~J~~1
Bob Grammer is a key offensive line player for the football Salukis.
This ~nformation was incorrectly reported in Thursday's D ..ily

EgyptJan.

The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers spot
an error they can call 536-3311. extension 233 or 229.
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Norfolk, Va., marking the first time Soviet warships have visited
a U.S. military port, the Navy said Thursday.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Bush said Thw--srlay he is
pleased Oliver North was not sentenced to ,ail for Iran-Wl!tra
crimes but he refused to comment on a possIble pardon pending
the former White House aide's legal appeals. Bush brushed aside
a ~estion about \libetht.'I' he has considered a pardon for the
retired Marine lieutenant eolonpl. wha received a suspended
three-year jail term and $150,000 fine Wednesriay.
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te DepartJ:Qent said Thursday

WASHINGTON (UP!) ~ Two nuclear-cilpableSoviet warships
.~ and
an oiler will dock July 21 at Atlantic Fleet headquarters in
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former Hungarian leader Kadar dead at 71:
> BtmJt:,,., Hungary (UPI) - Former Hungarian leader
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J-School instructor to attend
workshop for teaching skills
instructors.
"Wl"re all proud to have a
member of our faculty attending this workshop,"
Jaebnig said. "They b.ing in
the finest journalism instructors from around the
country to teach the sessions."

By Tim Crosby
Staff Writer

Sandman
Bh8lfChou, one-year-old son ofSebastIah'1ind tvy:-CfiOu:'
plays In the sandbox In the Toddler Room,of theChH!:t
Development lab .. SIlH:.

.

An SIU-C jrJUI'naHsm int-uctor has been selected to
attend a workshop at Indiana
University designed to give
new teachers better skills and
insights in managing classes.
Thomas J. John.c:on, in his in
his third semester at SIU-C,
will attend the Association for
Education in Journalism and
Mass Communication's
Teaching Workshop July 23-29.
"Teaching has a lot of the
same rewards as reporting,"
Johnson said, referring to his
chOIce to remain in the
academic field. "That is, it
promotes some greater good in
'. I spciety."
l
. ! Wohnson, wHO " Degan his
career in journalism in the &th'
grade at his hometown
newspaper in California, said
the workshop would help his
c~room ~hiliques in many

,,:~r.m hoping it will give me a
big boost," Johnson, who

Number of ~p.l~ lJ~ing mental
health care down at'state facilities
By Christine Broda

The number of patients
receiving care at state mental
health facilities declined by
46.5 percent in the last decade,
reported Roland Burris,
Illinois comptroller.
In his monthly report on

state finances, Burris
examined the Department of
Mental Health and DeveJ~
mental Disabilities. He stated
the number of ratients
receiving care a
stat~
!~<:.i».ti~ ~lined from 20,29&

Thomas J. Johnson

recently receIved his doctorate
at SIU-C, said. "The most
itnportant job any professor
has is to communicate information and to make
students think. This should
give me new ideas."
-Walter Jaebnig, director of
the school of journalism, said
participants are selected. to
attend the workshop on the
basis of their promise as future

"Many of our teachers are in
their first two or three years,"
Jaehnig explained. "We're
hoping Tom will bring back
some good ideas to share. "
The workshop will pay most'
of Johnson's expenses, with
the $100 registraton fee paid
for through the University.
Though Johnson is teaching
a journalism class this summer, Jaehnig said the
department will cover for him
so that he may attend.

.'.

,

Staff Writer

Jaehnig said the fact that
many of the University's
journalism ins~-uctors are
relatively new to teaching
makes Johnson's participation
even more vital.

in fiscal year 197900 10,850 in
fiscal year 1988.
Burris said the decline is
further evidence of the· deemphasis of direct state
facility care of mental health
patients and an increased
reliance on community care.
David
Blanchette,
spokesperson for the Department of Mental Health and
Developmental Disabilities
said he attributes tbe decline
to. "community health care
being more cost efficient and
patients making better

f:c~n~:.~, i~

community
Blanchette said the
department had a total of
10,281 beds existing in their 21
residential facilities statewide
in 1979. M. of fiscal year 1989,
the number of beds had
decreased to 8,195.

Topographi~ map to

be made
of Crab Orchard Lake bottom
By Mlckl Delhaute McGowan
. Staff Writer

l;~t!i:w:e:t:iai!a~~ : :
for those who have a severe
need, but the advantage the

community

health

care

r=?~at
~o~=~:r ?:
dependent," said Blanchette.

Summer enrollment up 26 students
Summer session enrollment
at SIU-C is 11,349 students, an
increase of 26 students from
last year.
The University's Office of
Admirsions and Records
reports a drop of 153 students
on the Carbondale campus
itself - to 8,178 - and a rise in
the number of students
enrolled in off-campus_

programs at 3,171.
M. usual, undergraduate
seniors and master's degree
level students make ilp tbe
largest segment of tbe summertime student body, ~ith
slighUy more than 4,900 this
year.
The report shows 183
stuoents enrolled in tbe School
of . Medicine and 103 in tbe

School of Law.
Total
undergraduate
enrollment is 8,230.
The all-time bigh summer
enrollment at tbe University
came in 1987, when 11,856
students attended OIl- and offcampus classes.
The College of Education
reported
the highest
enrollment by college at 1,560.

SIU-C civil engineering
technology students are
compiling information for
the first section of a new
topographic map of the
Crab Orchard Lake bottom.
Tbe only existing map is
50 years old, and was made
from surveys just before the
construction' of Crab Orchard Lake. The bottom of
the lake has changed
because of shore line
erosion and sedimentation.
Work on the map project
will he done during summers months. The map is
expected to be completed by
1996.
The 10 students working
on the map this summer are
from two classes in the
department of technology,
field survey problems and
field project planning in
comptations.
.
Roy l"rank, a University
instructor, is supervising

the project.
Four feet of water will be
drained from the lake in
September in order to
strengthen the dam. In
Decemberl the dam will be
allowed to oegin refilling.
Ed Wagner, outdoor
recreation planner, said a

~~[i~y!:tc tr:a~h:~o~
mUIJity.

"t~ will be beneficial to all
boaters so that they won't
be speeding around in

shallow areas," Wagner
said.
The map also will benefit
outdoor sportsmen.
Wagner said the map's
short term benefit is to
"give us a better idea of how
to better manage the flock
of geese."
At least 10,000 geese move
into Crab Orchard Lake
every winter, Wagner said.
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Dunn's tax decision
a necessary gamble
THE ILLINOIS General Assembly finally saw fit to pass
a temporary increase in the state's income tax to benefit
education, local government and human services late last
Friday, and it was ab,)Ut time. The tax package included a
6-cent increase in the gasoline tax.
The passage of the package carne after a two-year battie
betwe:m Democra tic House Speaker Michael Madigan and
Republican Gov. James R. Thompson over details of a
state income tax increase. It seems, at least for now, that
the power struggle between the two has subsided.
When Thompson signed the bill Monday he put into effect a two-year, 20 percent temporary incrp.ase in state
taxes, raising the personal tax rate from 2,5 percent to 3 .
percent and the corporate rate from 4 percent to 4.8 percent

mE INCREASE began Saturday and will continue
through June :ro, 1991 unfess the General Assemble votes to
extend the tax prior to that date.
We appreciate the passage of the increase and are
especially grateful to Sen. Ralpb Dunn, R-Du Quoin, for his
vote that was necessary (or the legislation to pass.
We would also like to thank Sen. Jim Rea, DChristopher; Rep. Bruce Richmond. D-Murphysboro;
Rep. Larry Woolard, D-Carterville; and Rep. David
Phelps, D-Eldorado, (or their support of the increase.
Dunn voted for the legislation, which was almost entirely supported by Democrats, against party lines and the
wishes of some party leaders.
He was nut the only Republican in favor of the legislation
but the only one to stick his neck out for legislation needed
for a university in his district.
"There were half of a dozen others in my position with
universities in their area who wanted to see it pass, but
didn't want to put their vote on it," Dunn said.
HE ALSO said the tax increase was "not the best," but it
served its purpose for schools, including SIU-C, and local
governments, We agree with Dunn and are impressed with
his political gamble.
Republicans may have mixed feelings OVi!r Dunn's vote
but Thompson thanked him and others in similar
situations welcomed the vote.
We think Dunn should be commended f }r his action for it
exemplifies the duty of an elected official. He voted for the
needs of his constituents and with his conscience: He did
his job.
Taxes are a tool often used to discredit candidates in
political elections and Dunn's vote, as well as those of the
others in favor of the increase, will come up again. When
that happens, let's hope people will not forget the gamble
Dunn took for what he felt was the right thing to do.

"I've been through it all. I've been hit in the head by a ball. I've
whiffed a I:-all, my skirt fell off. Whdt can happen now?"Tennis star Martina Navratilova said of her memories of
Wimbledon.
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SiU-C's female population 'unfriendly'
1'd like to express a sentiment that I btclieve is shared
by the majority of the men on
campus. Although SW-C may
not
be
competitive
academically or athletically,
there is a category in which it
ranks in the top percentages
nationally.
y~, SIU-C is home to one of
the unfriendliest female
populations the U.S. has to
offer. Initially, I thought the
responses I was receiving
were because T'm in my late
20s and college girls prefer
college guys their own age.
Now. after numerous con-

versations with younger male
students, I discovered that
they get treated the same wayl
The big question surrounding this undesirable female
behavior has to be: Why? I've
analyzed this question into the
ground, and come up with
some possibilities. It's a sign of
the times, they're mostly from
the Chicago and st. Louis
suburbs, they're basically
afraid of men's motives, etc.

~htlt':':A:~~g~ta~

are so few women who are
exceptions to the rule. For
every friendly female on this

campus, there are a daz.en
unfriendly ones to tip the
scales.
I'd like to point out that tlM!re
is no common factor among
tIM! men I've talked to that
would adequately explain this
phenomenon (all bald, all out
of shape, all foreigners, etc.>.
Therefore the problem has to
be with the attitudes of the
women in generaL
I welcome replies from both
sides in this matter, and I'm
certain that tt.e DE will not
nave a short supply from
which to choose. - Mark
Beaubien, graduate student in
mechanical engineering.

Court's decision not most 'outrageous' in history
"Homey," you've got to be
joking? Why is this decision on
flag burning "one of the most
outrageous ever handed down
by any court in history?"
First of all, it is not even in
the ballpark with the
outrageous decisions in the
cast:S of Emmet Tille and Dred
Scott (look itup!).
Second of all, your white
upperclass male slavemaster
founding fathers intended to
annihilate the Native
Americans or batter them into
submission. Whichever came
first. They intended to keep the
Afrikan (this is the proper
spelling) enslaved to build this
great country so that they
would not have to do any real
work. Where was your "Bill of
Rights" then?
Third of all, you "illusioned"

to the phrase "American
Flag." A common misnomer in
this arrogant country. It is the
flag of the United States "0£"
America, not America. This
flag does not fly for the country
01. Brazil. Is that not part of
America? Don't worry, it will
hit you on the way home, be
happyl
Fourth 01. all, some people
wanted to shoot and-or kill flag
burners, a flag, a material
object. Something of this world
that represents this country.
But, \\ . 'en the author of
"Satanic Verses" was seDtenced to death for his slander
against the Islamic faith, his
accusers
condemned for
their stance. Now Islam is a
faith. It is trancendental.
There is no seperation 01.
chureb and state in Islamic

""ere

countries, typically. When you
insult Islam, you insult the
very spirit of the ~le as well
as the government m Islamic
countries. M.ake the connection?
Fifth of all, I hope you have
fun celebrating your independence on the 4th.
However, since my people,
Afrikans, as well as other
peoples of colour, are still
by the country that

fCEressed

haV~ ~r:e::,~~b~~~

respect ,our wretched flag.
But, I think I will barbecue to
celebra te freedom
whenever it happens to come. I
wcmder what I will use to light
the charcoal? "Kicking
Science, On the Strengthl" MiehaelPryor,lIenior in ATS.

'Big shot' flag buming symbolizes more than JX>litical protesting
I can feel the same viscera!
reaction that President Bush
has with respect to flag bur·
Ding. Such an act is much more
than a vrotest to most 01. us.
Anglo Democracy is a game,
but it is also the main
ingredient of our very

humanness. To burn tJX' flag is
like r.pitting in the face of
societal existence, without
which we would be a bunch of
zombies. some with automatic
weapons. The person who
burns the flag is a cowardly
egocentric ingrate who seems

BY GARRY Tf!UDEAU

to be saying: "I'm a big shot,

to bell with the com.munitr,

that ga\"e me my humanness. I
He should be kicked off the
team. To burn our flag is much
more than a protest - LiD-

eoIn Canfi~ 8lU Emeritu
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Pacific nations warn against
isolating China for crackdown
BANDARSERI BEGAWAN,
Brunei <UPIl - The Pacific
Rim's major industrialized
nations warned Thursday
against isolating China for its
deadly crackdown on prodemocracy protests and
pushed a plan for a giant AsiaPacific trade group.
Australian Foreign Minister
Gareth Evans said tre
massacre CJ! students &nd
civilians in Tiananmen ~uare
June 3 and 4 and Beijing'S
subsequent reign of repression
"raises fundamental foreign
policy and economic questi(Jns
for the world."
But he warned a gath~ of
foreign ministers from the
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations and their major
trading partners against invoking stiff economic sanctions against China, saying
China must not become
isolated.
"The Chinese need to be
encouraged to pursue a
pragmatic and constructive
foreign policy, and we should
be trying to find ways of
assisting that process," he
said.
Evans also advocated
Cb;,oa's eventual participation
if'. a massive Asia-Pacific
economic forum, which he has
championed at the ASEAN
meeting with thf; support of the

United States, Japan, Canada
and New Zealand.
"We believe there is a need
to keep the lines of access and
communication with China
open," Evans said. "The
Chinese need to be encouraged
to pursue the processes of
economic reform and
liberalization. "
Secretary of State James

Baker also cited China in
advocating a new economic
partnership in the giant
geographic region, which
supporters hope also would
include ASEAN's noncommunist membership S'.ngapore, the Philippines,
Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia
-and Brunei.
"To stand in the ..ay of
necessary, historic change, as
we ha'V'e seen to our revulsion
and sorrow in China, is to turn
one's back on the future'," he
said.
, . '''Asia -llkeEurOpe'r-.is,in
1:he midst of transformations
propelling the world toward a
promising new era," Baker
said. "And the going will not
always be smooth - as events
in China have proven.
"There will be setba('ks,
disappointments and risks."
The Bush administration cut
off military sales and highlevel political contacts with
Beijing, but an official

traveling with Baker said the
administration is not consider'.ng any new sanctions
against China_
Australia has proposed
or~anizi!,g a IO-nation Asian
economic gl-ouping fashioned
after the Org:mization for
Economic Cooperation and
Development, which comprises the top 24 industrial and
trading countries.
Baker and Evans urged

=r;~ ~lu~~~id:~~~

proposal, which is backed by
Japanese Foreign Minister
Hiroshi Mitsuzuka, Canadian
Secretary of State Joe Clark
and Russel Marshall, New
Zealand's minister of foreign
affairs; , ',u' t, •. n
i
"Pacific Rim economic
cooperation is an- idea whose
time has come," said Baker,
noting that trans-Pacific trade
totaledt.Zll biUion last year
and 'intra-AsiOln trade
amounted to $200 billion.
But the ASEAN leaders have
voiced fear their economies
would be overshadowed by the
economic giants under such an
arrangement.
Baker did not come armed
with an American blueprint,
but said he is seeking accord
on the principles and structure.

PROPOSAL, from Page 1 - - before the Undergraduate
Student Government and the
Graduate, and Professional
Student Council for advisory
votes because pettit has
changed : ~the policy recommended at tile May 31 boardmeeting.
The change in the wording of
the proposed policy explicitly
calls for the use of a positive
checkcff system for future fees
used for "special student interests and activities" outside
of those prOvided for by the
student activity fee.

The previous wording
seemed to take the decision of
whether to levy student fees
out of the hands of campus
presidents and make it the
~¥.Clusive d~is!on /' of the
boatd:Han said. . .' ",
Trudy Hale, GPSC president
and a member of the campus
lPIRG organizing committee,
said petition, signatur~
collected by ti.e organization
shows that IPffiG has broad
support on campus.
She said the administration
is ignoring the wish~ of

students who have suggested
the use of a negative checkoff
system to provide stable
funding for the proposed
campus lPIRG.
This will be the fourth.time
the board's finance committee
has discussed the policy
clal'ification since April.
Pettit said that despite the
allowance of a negative
checkoff system to pay for a
~hort-lived IPIRG on the SIUE campus in 1979, the board
never made it clear as to what
its opinion was on the issue.

CLASSIC CAR CARE &. LIMOUSINE
Let's Do It Again!

WASH & WAX
$29.95
Vans & Trucks Slight Additional Charge
220 S. Washington
529-3814

Pizza • Subs. Salads
317 N.lllino/s Av.

Summer Special
Med. 2 Topping Pizza w/2 Bottles of Soda
95

$5.

Offer Good til Aug. 1
Call 549-6150 We Deliver Food & Video Movies.

WINDOW TINTING
Residential Commerdal Vehicle
•Privacy for home, business or vehicle
•Reduces fading
-Reflects up to 80% of heat

Also - SUD Roofs
and Solar Shades

\ 11/

Call Steve Rishei
(618) 867-2549

~~II

/~';f DeSot:l

HERO, from Page 1 - - - - motel to the city cost $18 a
piece," Cundiff said.
Instead, the couple took a
transit into the city for only $1.
The exit they got off on was
two levels underground and
they had to take escalators to
get to the ground level.
"As we came up the
escalator, we saw three men,
about college-aged, attacking
a businessman," Cundiff said.
"My_ eyes searched the
partting garage for help. but

their were only a few elderly
,
people around."
One of the attackers had the
businessman on his knees.
"I tried to pry one of the
attackers away from the
businessman . while my wife
jumped OD, the attackers
back," he said.
After moments of struggle,
the frightened attackers ran
off' 'leaving behind II .trail of
money.
' - ",
"We helped the businessman

CONSTRUCll0N,
from Page 1 - - - - door-opener-like device" will halls and the Lenti Hall
serve as a key for the cafeteria.
automatic doors.
Lentz Hall, the Thompson
The cost of the entire project
Point cafeteria, also will have ' is $274,065. Funding will come
automatic doors and rther from student housing fees.
facilities to accomodate those
If the board approves,
who are physically disabled.
$130,625 will be awarded to
Reconstruction of the Steffe's Construction Co. in
residence halls was deemed Carterville for generai coonecessary because of struction of the project. The
"students with greater needs Higbway Electric Co. in Anlla
are wanting to live in will receive $75,000 for the
University housing," Ballestro electrical work. Weller's Inc.
said.
in Carbondale will receive
$51,400 for mechanical work.
The project should be
The Board of Trustees
completed Aug. 4 in Pierce.
Kellogg, Warren, Smith, meeting will be held Thursday,
Abbott and Baldwin residence July 13 at SID in Edwardsville.

pick up the piles of money, he
was very grateful," Cundiff
said.
Cundiff said it wasn't until
after the whole incident that he
panicked.
"Although I didn't see any,
they could have had weapons,"
hesaisi.
Both he and his wife came
out of the fight unscathed and·
lunched in a park afterwards.

TEACH,
from Page 1 the area participated in
the program last year,
and we expect more this
year."
The summer science
program is offered
cooperatively through
the University and locai
school districts, according to Ralph
Litherland, assistant
superintendent to Carbondale elementary
school district 95.
Improving instruction
in science and math is the
foal of the board of
education and of teachers
who participate in the
pr"~ram,
Litherland
said.
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Illinois Power will request
29 percent electric rate hike
DECATUR, Ill. (uP!) - A
spokesman for Illinoi~. Pow~r
Thursday said the utility will
ask the Illinois Commerce
Commission next week for a 29
percent rate increase in
electric rates to help pay for
the construction of the company's nuclear power plant in
Clinton.
Company
spokesman
Rodney Smith said the r"lte
request, which includes both
residential and industrial
customers, would be a onetime rate boost of $265 million.
Smith said IP will not ask for
another increase for three
years if the ICC grants next
week's request.
On March 30 the ICC
rejected the utility's last
request - a $400 million hike
which would have included a
$92 million increase in the first
year of an U-year phase-in
plan - and granted a one-

GAIN ENVIRONMENTAL
experience in field monitoring,
lab analysis and regulatory
aspects of environmental
pollution. Ii interested, the
PI llution Control Department
is accepting volunteer applications for summer
semester To find out more
about our program and its
possibilities for you, call 5367511 and ask for Andy or Keith
M.
CPdUSTIANS UNLIMITED
meets Fridays at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center for fellowship,
scripture study and singing.
For more information, r.ontact
Don Wooters at 457·7501 or
Tom Brierton at 54~.

PARENTS IN Touch will
meet Monday from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. at the Jackson County
Community Mental Health
Center, 604 E. College, in the
conference room, 3rd fioor, to
provide support for parents of
teenagers and to discuss
projects for the 1989-90 school
year.

time, 7 percent rate increase of
$60.5 million.
The ruling led to elimination
of 600 jobs by the company in a
:nove to cut operating costs by
$30 million annually. The rate
increase is being challenged in
court by Illinois Power and
consumer groups.
That decision, which some
IP officials said was
disasterous for the company,
showed the utility the long~
term phased in proposals are
not as likely to be granted by
the ICC.
"The commission rejected
the phase-in," Smith said,
·'and this time we wanted to
take a more traditional al>proach. The phase-in plan was
really a unique piece of
ratemaking. The approach
we're taking now is more
traditional and we think it will
allow the commission more

~ .~<6m

BELLEVILLE, Ill. (UPI)
- A 19-year-old man was
charged Thursday with two
counts of first-degree
murder in the slayings of a
brother and sister whose
bodies were found at the
trailer they shared with
their grandparents.
Anthony Mitchell of
Washington Park, Ill., about
5 miles northwest of
Belleville, was charged in
warrants signed by a St.
Clair County circuit judge,
said Detective Mark
Prosser of the St. Louis
Metropolitan Major Case
Squad, which assembled a
team of 14 detectives to
investigate the case.
Mitchell, who was held on
$500,000
bond,
was
scheduled to be arraigned
Thursday afternoon, said
Prosser, who normally
works for the O'Fallon

Police
Department.
O'Fallon is about 3 miles
northeast of Belleville.
Mitchell was charged in
the killings Tuesday night of
David Lienecke. 18, and his
13-year-old sister, Dawn.
The grandparents of the
victims told police they
found the bodies when they
returned home about 10:45
p.m. Tuesday LO the trailer
they all shared in the
Symonds Trailer Park in St.
Clair County, just north of
Belleville. The scene is
about 15 miles east of St.
Louis.
Investigators said they
believed the victims were
killed at the trailer between
9:30 p.m. and 10:4S p.m.
Tuesday. Dawn Lieneke
was found holding a
telephone in her band and
apparently bad tried to call
for help before she died.
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flexibilty."
Gary Shannahan, IP's
Director of Pricing, said an
average family, using abo~t
1000 kilowatts a month, Will
s~ its monthly electric bill go
from $81.56 to $105.15 if the
increase is granted.
Smith said IP attorneys, who
bad planned on filing the ICC
request Friday, needed more
time to study the case's
paperwork and will file in the
middle of next week.
Illinoi:; Power bas invested
$3.8 billion in the $4.2 billion
nuclear plant at Clinton. Ab.:rut
$1.5 billion was added to the
company's rate base during
the construction of the plant.
During the last rate case, the
ICC determined that $665.8
million in imprudent construction be borne by Illinois
Power and not passed on to the
utility's 485,000 customers.

Man charged with slayings
of two Belleville residents
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Batmania remains infectious, nets $197 million
HOLLYWOOD (uPI> Propelled by "Batman," the
nation's motion-picture box
offices exploded over the
Fourth of July weekend, with a
sizzling haul of $197 million.
With "Honey, I Shrunk The
Kids" and "The Karate Kid
III," in line behind the adventures of the Caped
Crusader, Hollywood set an
all-time Fourth of JUlY
weekend record as all but one
of the top 10 films in release
grossed at least $2 million.
The top 10 alone accounted
for $88 million of the take, as
"Batman" became the first
movie ever to hit the $100million mark in just 10 days.
"Batman" grossed $30
million during its second.

weekend in 2,201 theaters,
giving it a whopping perscreen average of $13,664.
"Honey, I Shrunk The Kids,"
Disney's summer sleeper and
No.2 in the rankings, scooped
up $13.1 million on 1,431
screens for a two-week tally of
$38 million.
Despite mostly crushing
reviews, "The Karate Kid Part
m," landed in the No. 3 spot
with a gross of $10.4 milllon in
its opening weekend in 1,560
theaters.
Among the top 10, "Ghostbusters II" suffered the
biggf.:St swoon - 35 percent but still managed to post $9
million in 2,410 screens. In
three weeks, it bas slimed its
'"Nay to $74 million and is now

No.4.
Still the box-office champion
for the season so far was No.5
"Indiana Jones and the Last
Crm.ade" with a six-week total
of $147.3 million, grossing a
healthy $7 million in 2,103
theaters over the holiday
weekend.
The No. 6 slot was filled by
one ~ the few quality adult
films showing this summer,
"Dead Poet.<; Society," which
grossed $6.7 million in its fifth
week for a total of 546.3
million.
Biggest disappoinbnent of
the dazzling financial week
was the openbg of "Great
Balls of Fire," the Jerry Lee
Lewis film starring Dennis
Quaid. It registered an anemic

$3.8 million at 1,417 theaters.
The failure of "Great Balls
of Fire" was cffset by the
surprise showing of Spike
Lee's racial drama "Do The
Right Thing" which picked off
$3.5 million in only 353 theaters
in its debut weekend.
The week's $197 million
bonanza in North America's
23,000 theaters dramatically
topped the 1988 record for the
same week, $125.4 million.
So far this year domestic
theaters have reaped $2.2
billion as compared with $2
billion for the same time frame
in 1988.
The top 10, last year's gross,
total gross, weeks in release:
1. "Batman," $30 million,
$100 million, 2 weeks.

2. "Honey, I Shrunk The
Kids," $13.1 million, $38
million, 2 weeks.
3, "The Karllte Kid Part
III," $10.4 million,l week.
4. "Ghostbusters II," $9
milli('n, $74 million, 3 weeks.
5. "Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade," $7 million.
$147.3 million, 6 weeks.
6. "Dead Poets Society," $6.7
million, $46.3 million, 5 weeks.
7. "Great Balls of Fire," $3.8
million, 1 week.
8. "Do The Right Thing."
$3.5 million, 1 week.
9. "Star Trek V,'· $2.4
million, $42.4 million, "weeks.
10. "Field of Dreams," $1.8
million, $50.6 million, 11
Weeks.

Report estimates Onassis wealth at $200 million
NEW YORK (UP!) Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy
Onassis, who W· .; 60 on July
28, bas a fortune of $200
million, an active but very
private life and a man at her
side who makes her "no longer
an unfinished woman," a
profile published Thursday
said.
This summing up of the
former first lady as she
"enters the third act of her
life" is made by a longtime
acquaintance. Edward Klein,
in an article in the August
issue of Vanity Fair magazine.
Klein, former editor of The
New York Times Magazine,
interviewed 60 Onassis friends
to get a "diffe1-ent" portrait of
JackieOnassis.

Since image is important to
Onassis, the knocks she bas
taken from the media makes
her ambivalent tlJward
journalists, Klein says, adding
that he bas beard her describe
journalists as "the most interesting people in the whole
world" while considering them
her "chief nemesis."
Compared to the latest of 22
Onassis b~ographies, C. David
Heymann's best-selling "A
Woman Named Jackie," Klein
has given Onassis a break,
picturing her as "a woman
who has managed to develop
into an ever more appealing,
seIf~identpersonality."

He quotes a friend as saying:
"Hers were the only Kennedy
kids who didn't spend their

MUSIC:
Saturday at the Holiday Inn,
. . Seoot.en:; 9: 30 p.m. Friday . WE!" Main. Top 4Ir hits. No
and Saturday at Gatsby's,

~::p~~. Shopping Center.

Open Jam with the Moden
Day Saints, 9:36 p.m. Sunday
at Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center. Rock 'n' roll. No cover.
Mercy, 9 p.m. Sunday at
Pinch Penny Pub, 700 E.
Grand. Jazz. No cover.
Tom Harrison and the Oil
Revue, 8 p.rn. Friday and
Saturday at the Oasis Lounge
at the Days Inn, 2400 W. Main.
Lounge act. No cover.
Faces in the Wood, 9:30 p.m.

~:a ::!:~~c::e:.· Illinois.
Playmaker, 5 p.m. and 9
p.m. Friday and 9 p.m.

cover;
Fisbrazor, a f~ndraiser
featuring Hoopla!, Night Soil
Coolies. Green Plaid, Tbe
Plugs. Rocky Horrible, and
138.8 p.rn. Friday at 611, 611 S.
lllinois. Alternative rock 'n'
roll. $2 cover.

SlaPPin' Henry Blue, 11 p.m.
to3:30a.m. Saturday at King's
Wok, Route 51 South. Blues
and rock. $2 cover.
MOVIES:

summers in Hyannis· Port.
Jackie kept· her kids away
from that scene. Her kids
didn't get into all that competitiveness; they didn't get
mvolved in drugs. Her kids
were spared."
With son John Jr. and
daughter Caroline safely
launched into adult life,
Onassis is concentrating on
her own life just at the time she
is "really rich" for the first
time, Klein reports.
..
Starting with the $25 million
settlement from the estate ~
the late Aristotle Onassis and
with expert financial advice,
his widow has been able to
increase her fortune to almost
$200 million, not counting her
jewels, art, antiques and ~....'

"Renegades",(Saluki;R)
Aetioo-comedy starring Kiefer
Sutherland and Lou DiamondPhillips.
"Weekelld
at
BerDie's",(University 8;PG-13)
Comedy starring Andrew
McCarthy and Jonatban
Silverman.
•• Alice
in
Won·
derland",(Student Center
Auditorium; G)
Animated
fantasy. Friday. July 7 only,
admissi.on$l.
SPECIAL EVENTS:

"Lethal Weapoo Z", (Varsity;R) Action-comedy
s'iarring Mel Gibson and
Danny Glover.

"K-'" , (Fox Eastgate;PG13) Action-comedy starring
James Belushi and Mel Harris.

. "Seuth Pac:if"ic:," 8 p.in.
Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m.
Sunday at Mcl.eod Theatre.
Admission $8 for adults, $7 for
senior citizens, $6 for children
under 12, and $4 for sm
students with valid I.D.

$45,000 annual salary as an
editor at Doubleday books,
Klein says.
One of her imancial advisers
has been Maurice Tempelsman, a player in the intemtional diamond market
whom Onassis has known since
her White House years. Klein
describes him as "Jackie's
significant other" for at least
10 years.

Onassis' daily routine ineludes yoga and meditation,
exercise, work at her
Doubleday office three days a
week, and occasional public
forays such as lunch with a
writer, a book party for a
friend and an event for a
charitable cause in which she
is interested.
She is extremely careful of
her appearance and her diet.

\Veekend Specials
Friday thm Sunday

1.

ONE 16" 1 ITEM PIZZA
2 QUARTS PEPSI $8.50

2.

2 MEDIUM 1 ITEl.VI PIZZAS
2 QUARTS SODA $11.00

3.

FAMILY PLEASER. ONE 16"
1 ITEM PIZZA LARGE SALAD
2 QUARTS PEPSI $10.00
NOT GOOD WI ANY OTHER SPECIAL
'OELIVERY'PICK-UP'EAT IN
529-1344

NOW OPEN
457-5545
.
Full Carry-Out Menu

University Mall
Carbondale, IL

Open Daily at 11 am
CiJ'he~..

All Films ShOW1l1n the Student Center
.Auditorlum at 5:15 and 7:15
ADMISSION $1.00

iLiCE~

(Q)u;r~f~ll'li

ANIMATED
CLASSICS
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Great Jtt:.dian

UestauralJ.ls. .

For people with a taste
for great Italian works of art
DAILY LUNCHEON' DINNER SPECIALS
• Serving Appetizers, Soups and Salads
• Sandwiches, Hamburgers & Pizza
• Steak, Chicken, Veal, Shrimp & Seafood
• 28 Different Pastas All Made Fresh to your order
• Full Wme and Liquor Selections
• Children's Menu Starting at $1.95
Daily Egyptian, July 7, 19119, Page 7
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Gorbachev agrees to bargaining plan w'ith NATO
STRASBOURG, France
fUPI) - Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev, concluding a lackluster trip to
France, said Thursday
Moscow would unilaterally
reduce its short-range missiles
in Europe if NATO agrees to
negotiations on the tactical
nuclear weapons.
"If it becomes clear that
NATO countries are readY to
join us in negotiations' on
tar.tical nuclear weapc'ns, we
could, naturally after consulting our allies, carry out
without delay further
unilateral reductions in our
tactical nuclear missiles in
Europe," Gorbacbev said in a
speech to the 23-Il2.tion Council
of Europe at Strasbourg,
eastern France.
The 45-minute add....ess on
Gorbachev's theme of "a
common European house"

marked the first time a Romania, than French
communist head of state had commentators judged Goraddressed the Council, a body bachev's three-day visit to
set up in 1949 to safeguard France a disappointment.
ideals of common heritage and
"Monsieur Gorbachev's
to promote economic and image was not particularly
social development in the reinforced by his passage
region.
through Paris," the influt>ntial
In Washington, White House Le Monde newspaper said.
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
"To speak frankly, Monsieur
said the proposal by Gor- Gorbachev disappointed many
bachev wa.s the same one U.S. people who only wanted to be
officials expected after the comforted in their admiration
NATO summit in late May, for him," Le Monde said.
when the Western alliance
Political experts said
made cuts in conventional Gorbachev appeared overly
forces a condition for talks on distncted by ethnic tensions
short-range nuclear weapons.
at home and setbacks of
"Our position remains the communist officialdom in
same that was in our proposal Hungary and Polao.d.
- that we do the conventional
"He is like a chauffeur who
force reductions first," Fitz- is driving on a slippery route,"
water said.
French Foreign Minister
No sooner had Gorbachev Roland Dumas told Europe 1
left Strasbourg for a Warsaw Radio. "He cannot take the
Pact summit in Bucharest, curves as if he were driving on

a dry road. An enormous
pressure weighs on his
shoulders."
In his speech to the Council,
Gorbachev said the Soviet
positions on disarmament
"were the result of the new
thinking (in the Soviet Union).
They were laid down on behalf
of our entire people in the
resolution of the Congress of
the Peof,le's deputies in the
U.S.S.R.'
"W~ see the elimination of
nuclear weapons a.s a stage-bystage process, with the
U.S.S.R. remaining faithful k
its non-nuclear ideals and the
West to the concept of
'minimum
deterrence: "
Gorbachev said.
The Soviet Union's calls for
early negotiations on shortrange nuclear missiles have
divided the NATO alliance.
Britain and the United States

oppose them and West Germany supports them, hoping to
eliminate the weapons from
Europe.
NATO leaders meeting in
Brussels. Belgium, in May
urged the Soviets to
unilaterally reduce shortrange missile systems to the
current levels of the NATO
arsenals before completing the
Vienna negotiations on conventional arms.
Gorbachev sought to
eliminate doubts in Western
Europe about Soviet intenticQS
in the region.
"The realities of today and
the prospects for the
foreseeable future are obvious
- the Soviet Union and the
United States are a natural
part of the European international and pOlitical
structure," he said.

14 killed as Arab passenger steers bus into ravine
TELSHE STONE, Israel
(UPl) - An Arab passenger,
shouting "God is great,"
grabbed the steering wheel d.
an Israeli bus Thursday and
sent it plunging into a ravine
along the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv
highway, killing at least 14
people.
Twenty-seven passengers,
including seven Americans
and one canadian, were injured, seven seriously, police
said. Two passengers were
missing.
Police detained one person
who was not on the bus for
questioning but said the Arab
suspect acted alone on the bus.
He suffered moderate injuries.
Although the motive was not
clea..'". the accident was the

single bloodiest incident with
political overtones since the
start of the nearly 19-montbold Palestinian uprising.
Before Thursday's accident, at
least 519 Palestinians and 20
Israelis had been killed.
Police Inspector-General
David Krauss called for
Israelis to remain calm. In an
apparent revenge attack, two
Arabs were beaten in
Jerusalem's Jewish market

"Suddenly I found myself 70
yards from the bus."
passenger Chaim Ra'avad told
Israel Radio. "The bus burst
into flames. I beard people
saying 'Help us, help us: but
there was no one to come help.
They were burned alive."
A similar incident occurred
Sept. 14. 1983, on the same line.
but the driver kept control of
the bus and avoided an aocident
area.
Rescue teams worked with a
The Egged company bus No. crane through the afternoon to
405 bad left Tel Aviv for right the overturned, gutted
Jerusalem at 11:15 a.m. and Mercedes and used electric
was moving at 50 mph wben it saws to reach victims as
left the road about 11:45 a.m., soldiers carried bodies to
plunged 50 to 70 yards down waiting helicopters.
Students from a nearby
the rocky ravine and landed on
itsroo(,
Telsbe Stone religious

academy. their shirts covered identity."
with blood, belped carry the
Krauss confirmed that
injured up the steep sides of threatening telephone calls
the ravine to ambulances.
had been made to the hospital
Krauss told Israel Radio 14 where the suspect was under
people were killed, 'J:I wounded guard and bemg treated for
and two were missing in the moderate injuries.
accident near 'l'elshe Stone. 5
Bus driver Moshe Elul told
miles west of Jerusalem, on
the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv Israel Radio he first thought
the young Arab wanted to ask
highway.
At least seven Americans a question.
were injured. but it was not
known whether any Americans
"He jumped on the wheel
were killed, said David Good, a and yelled 'God. is great' and
spokesman for the U.S. Coa- pulled the wheel to the right
sulate in Jerusalem. Good bad with all his might," he said. "I
no details on the injured.
fought to pull the wheel left
"We can say for sure that the with all my strength. He
sUspect is the one who carried simply crouched down to get a
out the action," Krauss said. ::V.!!t'ld . and plunged us
"We know at this stage his

Soviet pilot
told to exit

PINCH
PENNY

failing craft
MOSCOW (UPI) - The pilot
who ejected from a MiG-23
that cruised ilotless 500 miles
before crasl::g in Belgium
said Thursday be was tofd by
controllers to bail out and
turned the fighter-bomber to
the sea before he left the plane.
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Back By Popular Demand.••.

"IUiJUtt CAlUtt SATURDAY-

Col. Nikolai Skurigin, 42, told
a Presli conference he was
deeply sorry that his plane
killed an 18-year-01d Belgian
when it crasbed in Courtrai.
He said if be had known a
death might occur he would
have stayed with the plane.

3/41b. Authentic Cajun CrawfISh

"I have sent a letter to the
family of tha t youth," Slruri.gin
said. "But I would like to
express once again through
press representatives condolences on my personal
behaH and on behalf of my·
family and my two children.

Cajun Marys .•• ~ • .; •••• $1.75
Hurricanes ••••••.•••••• $2.25·
Swamp Water Slush ••••• $1.50

Served wI Corn On The Cob & Potatoes

$4.99
b&~~
~~'Ii

8-12 noon
Saturdays

.

SUNDAY

~

Live Jazz wI Mer~

Steak And All
. You Can Eat Pasta

Saturdays

Includes Dinner Salad & Garlic Bread

r • Green Beans
- Tomatoes
• Sweet Corn

• Beets
-Eggs
• Honey

• Organic items
• New Potatoes
• Home Baked Goods

Come Early to get the Best Selection!

Westown Mall- West of Murdale
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Contest blunder to cost Kraft more than $3 million
GLENVIEW, Ill. (UPI) - A
printing blunder that made
nearly every coupon in the
Kraft "Ready to Roll" contest
a winner will end up costing
the foodmaker more than $3
million, a Kraft spokeswoman
said Thursday.
About 10,000 people have
turned in winning coupons for
Dodge Caravans, more than
5,200 have sent in coupons for
Roadmaster bicycles, more
than 4,000 for Leap Frog
skateboards and about 2,100
for 12-ounce packages of Kraft

singles.
The confusion began June 11
when Kraft placed insert ~ds
in newspapers in the Chicago
and Houston areas. The ads
had a picture of half a van, half
a bicycle, half a skateboard
and half a package of cheese.
There were supposed to be
only a limited number of
winners - only one for the van
- but through a printing error
nearly every coupon in
specially marked packages of
Kraft cheese turned out to be a
winner. Kraft declared the

game null and void.
Kraft then offered alterna tive prizes - $250 to people
with van coupons, $50 for
bicycle winners, $25 for
skateboard winners and $5 for
cheese winners. The company
also said it would hold a
drawing July 14 for four vans,
400 bicycles, 2,000 skateboards
and 32.000 packages of cheese.

$lti5million.
"J ust under 50 percent of the
e~tries were the van match
pieces, about a quarter were
bicycle game pieces, a little
under a fifth skateboards, and
under a tenth were the cheese
game pieces," said Kathy
Knuth, a Kraft spokeswoman.
Knuth said most of the
checks were mailed to winners
and consumers have been
In ail, the company received thanking the giantfoodmaker.
about 21,000 game pieces "We have been getting
9,667 for the van. If the original
prizes were awarded, the phone calls and letters from
contest would have cost Kraft people thanking us for the

Quadriplegic looking for doctor
to remove life-support eqUipment
PONTIAC, Mich. (UP!) David Rivlin is looking for a
doctor - not to save his life,
but to end it

two years ago.
For the past three years,
Rivlin has been living at the
Oak Hill Care Center in

move much more than his
head - won an important
rigbt-to-die case when a judge
ruled there is nothing to stop
him from having his lifesupport equipment disconnected.
Rivlin's lawyer, David I.
Rosin, said Thursday the next
. step is to find a doctor who will
agree to carry out Rivlin's
desire to die. Rivlin's doctors
have said he could live another
20 years.
"We're trying to fmd leads
into private doctors interested
in this particular problem,"
Rosin said. "We may have an
answer soon; we may not"
Rivlin's parents are dead
and his aunt, Marion Gornbein
of Palm Harbor, Fla., has
come to Michigan to help him
in his quest to die with dignity,
Rosin said

day cost of his care.
Rivlin's personal physician
·'has been very understaDdi.ng,
but he has said he would not 00
it at the nursing home. So even
if we find a doctor willing to do
it, we still have to find a
place," Rosin said
"I can't see living like this
for 20 more years," Rivlin said..
at the time he filed his right-todie suit "It could turn a person
bitter toward life and toward
people and I don't want that to
bappentome."
His case posed new ethical
dilemmas for the court and for
doctors because he is competent and could be sustained
on life-support systems indefinitely.
On Wednesday, Oakland
County Circuit Judge Hilda
Gage ruled there was no valid
reason for .judicial in-

_T~a:~-O!'!~~ll~egi~ ~:~= ~~ 1: f=~

"She's trying' to· make
contact with various people
who might be in a position, who
might bring this to the conelusion he wishes," he said.
Rivlin's spine was severP.d in
a surfing accident in California
18 years ago, when be was a 20year-old college student. His
physicial condition gradually
has worsened and he bas
required a respirator since
undergoing a spmal operation

'" tenrention beealJse there was

no legal opposition to Rivlin's

~~ is a matter between
th
.
nd his h
. "
e patient
a
p YSICJan,
Gage said in her ruling. "I
don't have jurisdiction in this
case."
The judge added: "The Jaw
seems to be very clear that a
competent patient has the
right to decline or refuse
medical treatment And it i!
v.ndisputed that Mr. Rivlin i!

Nine states reach settlement
of $90,000 with Nestle's Co.
MADISON, Wis. (UP!) Nine states including Illinois
have reached a $90,000 settlement with Nestle's Carnation Co. over charges it
advertised an infant formula
in a deceptive and misleading
manner, Wisconsin Attorney
General Don Hanaway said
Tbursday.
_
Hanaway said the Los
Angeles-based company entered into an Assurance of
Discontinuance that mandates
the company to stop its unwarranted claims for the
product, Good StartH.A., and
to pay each participating state
$10,000 in costs.
The other states involved in
the settJement are Texas, New
York, Missouri, Minnesota,
Massachusetts, Iowa, Dlinois
and California.
Hanaway . said the investigation focused on Carnation's claims thatGood Start

~:nt "~m:~~~~:;:

fectively resolves symptons in
infants suffering from formula
intolerance or milk allergy"
and that "cannot cause an
allergic reaction."
Carnation also distributed
information to health

professionals citing studies
claiming "no allergy symptoms" in· infants receiving

Good Start, Hanaway said.
The Attorneys General were
alerted to possible problems
with the formula after hearing
medical reports that some
infants bad allergic reactions
to Good Start Hanaway said
the reactions varied but included shock.
"In fact, no infant formula is
c:ompletely nonallergenic. Nty
formula is capable of
producing an all~c reaction
in some infants,' Hanaway
said
HanawaysaidtheA~

General found that many
people do not undel'Stand the
preci_~e
meaning
of
bypoallergenicity and might
mistakenfy assume it means
non-allergenic or incapable of
producing a reaction.
The agreement contains
several prohibitions for
Carnation, including using the
word "hypoallergenic" in
connection with any infant
formula if such use would give
consumers the impression that
the product is mcapable of
CIoUSmg an allergic reaction.
if

checks and it's very
reassuring for us to know that
consumers ar~ pleased with
what they've re~eived," Knuth
said.
"We have gotten a number
of very positive letters from
consumers saying they believe
what Kraft has done is very
fair."
About 600 people, however,
decided against sending in
their coupons and opted instE'.ad to join a class action suit,
which is l>cheduled for a
hearing Tuesday in Cook
County Circuit Court.

[l 0.••~[]]rnOJ~mrn
A Six Band Fundralser

competent."
Rivlin said he felt vindicated
by Gage's decision.
"If you can lead an in-dependent life, then go ahead
and do it. Keep fighting," he
said. "If you're in a situation
where you bave no freedom,
then you have to make a
change, and my change is
death."
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SA VE 20 % Off .
1987 Chlorine Prices

ON SUN POOL PRODUCIS
All it takes is a linle SUN® to
keep your pool sparkling clear all
summer long. Our Chlorinating
Concentrates last up to lour

~~~~~~ =~resh-

No tan-time to lose?! Need to be back poolside to get the other side? Come into Zipps
and throw down a delicious 99¢ burger, crispy
fries, and ice-cold bucket of Coke.e
And hurry back
for that encore
"Swan Dive" _

They're waiting.

ing savings from your authorlzed
SUN® pool care pro. the sun
should shine every day!
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Last of Pershing I-A missiles
Classified
destroyed as Soviets look on t:J
CD . . '.:-_'u-_·~ _5_3_6.....;-3;.,.,,;;,,3,.;;;;,1,;;;;;.,1_l'____
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_
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KARNACK, Texa3 (UPI) A missile crew bUI"III~ off the
fuel and then destroyed the
last of the Army's Pen-hing I-A
missiles Thursday while a
team of Soviet inspectors
verifiei the explosion to meet
nuclear treaty obligations.
The firing of two Pershing
motors at the Longhorn Army
Ammunition Plant in East
Texas was part of the
agreement under the Intermediate Nuclear Forces
treaty signed by both superpowers last year.
"The destruction of the
Pershing I-A system is proof
positive that we have moved
forward in our relationship
with the Soviet Union," said
Maj. Gen. Marvin Brailsford,
commander of the U.S. Army
Armament, Munitions and
Chemical Command. "This
also indicates a giant step
toward reducing the risk of

war."

THE TWO rockets fired for
seconds each, vibra~e

40

~:ne: O:t~ 3t~oo~. Wh~

the motor had consumed the
rocket's propellant, Thiokol
Corp. workers crushed and
destroyed the motors.
A 100member Soviet inspection team watched the
firing from a nearby bunker to
verify' the destruction of the
missile and its contents.
"This is an important step in
the direction of the implementation of the treaty, and
this is also an important step in
the direction of future peace,"

said Soviet Gen. Maj. Vladimir
Medved'ev, the director of the
Soviet Risk Reduction Center.

THE UNITBD States and the
Soviet Union entered into the
INF treaty on June I, 1988,
when President Ronald
Reagan and Soviet General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev
exchanged agreements at the
Moscow Summit. The treaty
calls for the elimination of all
U.S. and Soviet. groundlaunched, intermediate-range
missile systems in the next
three years.
Under the terms, the United
States and the Soviets may
destroy the missiles only by
either "static" firing, open
burning or launching for
destruction.
So far, all of the U.S. Army's
139 Pershing I-A rockets have
been destroyed, most of them
with static firing. Army officials said 18 of the 400 larger
Pershing ITs have also already
been eliminated.
BOTH THE Americans and
the Soviets have already
destroyed about half of the
missiles designated under the
treaty in only the first 13
months, said Army spokesman
Dave Harris.
"Pershing I-A helped keep
the peace," said Brig. Gen.
Larry Capps, deputy commander of the U.S. Army
Missile Command. "We hope
now that its passing will help
preserve peace."
The Longhorn plant was the
site of the first elimination of

Pershing I-As and Pershing II
missiles last September, attended by then Vice President
Bush and Army Secretary
John O. Marsh.
The Soviet inspection team
arrived before the initial
eliminati(\n. The Soviet
government has rotated their
inspectors, but the oceupations
of team members has
remained classified, Army
officials said.

WHILE IN Texas, all of the
Russia~ have lived in a motel
and have been treated to
Thanksgiving Day dinners,
barrel racing lessons, high
school football games and trips
to churches.
"We have come to understand Texas much better,"
Medved'ev said.
Longhorn was chosen for the
firing because of its location
and environmental safety
record after more than 550
missile firings in tho:! past.
Extensive
environmental
studies bt. ve shown damage
caused by the firing at other .
locatioDr..
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For Sale:
AulO
Pans & Services
Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Real EstaIe
Antiques
Books

Cpmeras

For Rent:
Apartment

Houses
Mobile Homes
TOwnhomes
Duplexes
Rooms

RoommaleS
Mobile Home loIS
Busiuess Propel1y
Wanled 10 Rent
Sublease

Computers

Eleclrorucs
Furniture
Musical
PelS & Supplies

Sportin& Goods
Miscellancous
HelpWanted
Employment Wanled
Services Offered

Wanled
Adoption
Lost

spokesman

Dorothy Grant said the facility
bas not had a safety or en-

vironment problem since the
firings began. Officials from
Thiokol, the maker of the
Persbings, said the firings can
only be performed on an
average of 200 days of the
year, when the weather is .dry
with few clouds.

Pro-abortionists rally in Missouri,
vow to unseat elected officials
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.
(LTD - Members of three
groups advocating legalized
abortion conducted a noisy
rally Thursday at Missouri's
Capitol, vowing to unseat
elected officials who support
tougher state laws on abortion.
Several hundred people
crowded into the Capitol
rotunda to hear speeches by
leaders of the Missouri affiliate of the National Abortion
Rights Action League,
Missouri Alliance for Choice
and Planned Parenthood
Affiliates of Missouri. Thy
chanted slogans heard
throughout the four floors of
the Capitol, which covers three
acres.
The speakers' remarks were
critical of the U.S. Supreme
Court ruling last week
upholding
Missouri's
restrictive law on aborticD, as

well as against Gov. John
Ashcroft, Attorney General
William Webster and
lawmakers who believe the
state should limit abortions
even more.
Ashcroft is appointing a
committee to recommend a
new measure that would
restrict or even ban abortions
in the state. The proposal is
expected to be introduced in
the 1990 session of the General
Assembly, which begins in
January.
"Our initial outrage and
anger are fueling the fires of
our politil'al activity," said
Maria Turner, president of the
Missouri affiliate of the
National Abortion Rights
Action League. "We are here
to put legislators on noticetake away our rights, risk your
jobs.
"We will fi~t to protect our

rights, our freedom and our
lives. The voters will decide as
this baWe shifts froru the
courts to the ballot boxes.
"We will take this issue to
the Legislature, the governor,
and to the polls in 1990 and
beyond, she said.
7t

forMaJ! B~~~:~~
Affiliates of Missouri, said
strong efforts should be made
to prevent state lawmakers
from attemt'ting to pass a bill
that overturns iWe vs. Wade.
"Governor Ashcroft has
stripped away any pretense ofprotecting the constitutional
right to privacy in intimate
decisions," Bryant said. "He
ignores freedom of religion by
giving notice that be intends to
im~e his personal religious
beliefs on alt the citizens of this
state... ·

Drug store shreds tobacco stock;
owrler refuses to sell cigarettes
SPOKANE, Wash. (UPI) continue selling cigarettes
A Spokane drug store owner .when you think. about all the
who had Bov Scouts destroy health problems it causes.
his remaioiii.g inventory of After all, I'm in the health
cigarettes said he can do business," said Helgeson, who
without the profit because said he quit the "dumb habit"
tobacco kills.
30 years ago.
Helgeson chose Wednesday
"You have to make a
statement," said Russ to clear the store of tobacco
Helgeson, owner of Shadle because it was National NonDependency Day.
Park Pharmacy.
Helgeson recenUy stopped
Tbe shredded packs could
ordering cigarettes {rom have been sold for about $120,
distributors, and Wednesday and Yvonne Bucklin of the
the scouts used a paper American Lung Association
shredder to destroy the last 80 said the timing WIiS good
considering the nation's Into 100 packs.
"It smells like death," said dependence Day celebration
scout Ryan Rigger, 13.
the day before.
"It doesn't make sense to
"It's the perfect opportunity
Page 10, Daily Egyptian, July 7,1989

to celebrate your independence from cigarettes,"
she said. "I think it's a sign of
the times that stores are
beginninl! . to refuse to seD
tobacco. iT
HelgesOll said he used to
carry an inventory cI about
$1,;;;00 in cigarettes, which
yielded sales of $600 to _
a
month.
Helgeson is the second
pharmacist in Spokane to quit
selling cigarettes. Last year·
the Esmeralda Pharmacy
burned its remaining tobacco
products, but Helgeson opted
for the shredder to prevent air
pollution.
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Dli'iN APTS_

43A08aI83
STUDiO 1 & 2 bdnft

=:.~~~~
In. 457-2A03, M-f.

tURk_
cENin_ Br!%~
Enor9l' ellici..., 2/3 bedroom_
A/C. $465 per mo. Availabl.
~" 15_ 549-4935_

~. -&roe 2 BDRM. ~.2.:

==~"d:~:'(
I /2 mi. hom ca~lS. -r qui'"

c.;,jS~~~bI.i p-nooo only_

~-'~SPACloUg, ~

eIIicienI. furmhed « unfurnishod.
I bcIm., quill """'_ 457-5'06.

~~ BORM

f.2t
carbond~ qui.,

01

•

~.poI,,*-,_ulil

e3~:~~~:=uocurity.<4

i~:~MENTS. CARt8~~i{_

TWO left very cia .. 10 campu ••

On. 2-bdrm Iownho .... V.ry
5;~~.- CaU457-7352 ar

tR1BDRM,J'rn~

::"'~.~~as.,eIec.&
7-19-89

4239An175

COUNTRY

VILLAGE

"PER~C.

;;OR PROFESSIONALS

Kitchell·: . .oiiances·Large 2 Bedroolt.·Washer-Dryer
Hookup-Gentral Air·Private deckJPatiooPool
wlPatio·Recreation Bldg-Lighted Grounds·Duplexes
wlCarpetsoFree Water. Sewage, & Trash Pick-Up
-Convenient to Shopping. Campus & L~e.

OLD RT. 13 EAST
CARBONDALE

BUS. 549-2792
EVE. 457-7692

a.aiJ: :':::""',,&ri{olt:::.....",,:.

4120Bb174

~~~f9.LVmesg

41Uab183

FROM
bdrm fumiohed. CDrpeIed. alc. iF
appliance., cable N. very~

~-~KS

10 Wash House Laundromat.
Parkv ..w Mobil. Hom.. 905 E

hou... Jacuzzi, 2 born •• pando

Park ~~-f I :30-s;,.., 0<

~=for~~

i.1%-89

~12>i~~r;,m~iff#\~~'

~:~.~~=~:!.,~~
~E. Park. Showing "'-F 1:30·5

on

~9~~-1324.

4008Bc175

lARGE

2 bOih

3 BEDR<XlM,

near

the Roc. CenIw CoIl 529-««.

rn"LNo pols. A57-~9sbI83
11>}I~_'

bY

4oo7Bc175

Ioi. 01 _ . good saIection arou;;J
$1 AO po< bdiin. 2 bIh from low""

~~cf
2-

1ow~~~P2

1::'s::.,~"aI$r.o~mo. NexI

CAR80l'lDALE, BEAUTIfUL. 3

bedroom. 2 both. remodeled lonn

3 8DRM. 2 t>!7r&J'lcs;.
garage. fum, _tral air, cia.. 10

~ s;:-1"fk. 6sl;V 2 -

J..:

~~o~
~~ae:'~:.~:
$180. Call Gr"g 457·J58t or

8-2-89

3686Ba169
fOP C'DAlE I.OCAtIONs, 1
2
belr... lurn_ apI'" no pet •• Call
684-4145_
8-2-89
3968Bg183
EFFICIENCIES ClEAN. WEllmainlained. ana Alc with IlIOn)'
locaIion. within walking

loll.

40728c5
Han>eman,

~. ~~:i~rm, quiet park BesI
8-2·89
395BBcf83
CARBONDALE NICE CLEAN 2
bdrm furnished. air. ColI 529-1432
0,684-2663.
7·14-89
405Slk173
BDRM fljRN., 0< ....811 kepi.

r.~j, ~~·t8e ,!:;Q$. 1 mi. E.

7-7-89

tl9-~,~':"ri8t- Fall lea...

Lis2tJklf:5;~i 8";;'* '"

>urn ...... or

SUMMER OF FAI1 230

7-18-89

7-7-89
4206&0169
4 BlOCKS TO CAMPUS. 3 bdrm.

ana

PRICED RIGHT APTS, hOlI...,
trailoro in C'daIe and au! aI C'cIoIe.

:"~~".t';:o,:~l

8-25-89

water fum. 529·1329
'
8-2-59
4113BcI83
2 1\ 3 BDRM. Clean •• kirling,
onchors, furnished, and more.
t29i~.I10"'. E. Park. No pel •.

$360 per mo., nice 2 bdrlll in
M'borO $200 per mo_ Cal 6874577.
8-2-89
.405OBgl83
5 8I)!M, 606 S. fonost. Iumished,

~:'r.7t'~O'::,~

and 14 wide.. caopeled. fum, air.

RARE ~TUNITY, 2 bedroom.
2 barh, p<oI.,..;.",oJ only, AC, lir.

457-2861.
7-25-89
AA078b17B
CARBONDALE. FURN. 3 bdrm.
alc. wId, $450 mo. lhr. singlo
"""""" poJemocI. 457-6538.
8-2-89
4J758b183
OLD FARM HOUSE. 2-3 bdrm.
cent. air. 3 acres, 2 mi. S. 51,
$295 mo_ 549-73'17_

2 BEDROOM
529-5294_
8-2-89
432680183

SiU

~~9NICE 1 AND ;~:s: ~\

I;;;~~~q
I

to

4123Bb173

GRAD STUDENT HOUSING 2
bd,.1t. quiet park. $125 depo"I.
$165 mo. 12 mo lea>e. 549·2401

~;. ~:r <:,J'r@j.2 ~l:c~.

.

mi

:::.:::~~~!~~:E~~!!.:.·.···:.·JI

10".

from SlU, 529-3581 or 529-1820.
7·13-89
43S6BcI72
APTS. HO' JSf, AND lraite" 1. 2,
and 3 bdrl1l. cIa.e 10 SIU. lurn.
>urn...... or Iail. Come by !iC8 W.
Oak lor a lisl oJ locotions. and
ITrIl~29-35BI or 5~~~~172
ONE ~EOROOM APT. Privale. 457·

e;:;tj

lARGE 2 BDRM quiol area neer
carbondale Clinic. Lea';ng now
,lvu fall. $355 up. 5/.9-6125 or
549-8367_

01

4338Ah182

ana 2

rtArrl<. 1-89~-40334393B05

&'~1~~~~ tf~:i:~tiHa:~·f)~tiil
549-3002 alter 5 pm.

~~it~aft:"'3.';I.

1

549-~25B.

7-U-89

7-11-89
4219Bc170
NICE NEW RJRN. 2 bdrm. 2 or 3

aparfmenl5. CIoM! to C~mr "5 or

l!i·:.::;«S1;~E:i~::::;j;1 fit~o~~:TI~:g,:~~W
~,:;}pr.,p.;~

2 BEDROOM

ac?iTlEs FOR sUMMEr~ll~

or A bdrm~.

a mo.

A3A3Bc169
b<lm1>, (1;_

=d%.~.~i~r~~

=1a1rf:u.~~10 COIT~u•.

~~,!,~~\~~~~t~

los NO<1h 01

~~59'!7hy,boro, $1~5
7-7-89
UNR'RN I AND 2

~~ ~t!!.: ~ ~~2jij
7-;7-~'
4380Bc 177

$225. lobi. & 4 chai ... $50.
457-8352.

:Iran« with

~\J: COND. nice noi ~

v,1age Ap/>:l
"""'>ani

lincoln

QUAUTY, ClEAN, QUIET, I

NEAR
CAMPUS,
LUXURY
Efficienci... for groduate and law
.fudent. only 01 408 S. Poplar,
d»cIulefy no peb. CoIl 684-4145.

~~: ~~~5t,~ and out,

~,;~~ 1~:t~r.t/QC:lie5, Ire~

METAl. FOR :;t(I11IJ>IG. ';ding. and
etc.. Voric:us colors and sizes..
~t priced- 529-5505.
7-14-89
4071ArI73
RAilROAD TIES. LANDSCAPE.
~~or~ 457-6193. You

~9~.TypewriIer.

i62 BEAUTIRJI. ACRESf lDcoted 31

GREAT PRICES ON I <Jnd 2 bdrm
opts & houJ,ss.. furn or unlurn.

AP.!"

& full

OBO. 549-

Htl'!.
air~!74
"",ciou •. Will renl or ..fl. ,':JI
2 BATH.

'HOUSE. 'Carler.ilI.

r . ~~-3~

457-6033.
8-21-89

421511.;1

!!~';nf.red':"
Go~
....... 549-1315.

or 529-1 539_

b

H:b IDUSE r!H1. J;;;
::. S3~.CCl"~~_;

~~:-rbdrm lurn. AJ"t~f:;:':o

......

or 529-1 S39 _LV """9_

~!5266.musl

§:MO

~~IE lOT FURR l~~IWo'
~J, \2~ ;J' .r:;.~~.

~183

28Ol.M CARPETED. ~quiet
noig~. - " 011

RDuIe SI_
$250. 549-2092 alter 6.~

W"3i1DiM,.,.,...~~
=.~_~ti1:~-~~

=

7-12-89

549-6598 - . 4278l1bl

~ 80RM HOOSE semi-lVm_, 1 yr
lea..,

7685_
7-7-89

no pets,

Impvrial Mecca

and 3 bdrm_ Prices ..art
Cal 529-AA«.
7·21-89

HOUSES
FOR RENT

for

457-8596.

Summer &. Fall

m~~J:j~'. lira! ancIla,,_

42 I !l1!b l 7i!

Z'!I-8f

-Housing for the

Carbondale

Serious Student"

• • Ii

·,JoJ->-.!l..

''':R3

L

Fwnished.
one bedroom

"a

413 s_ Wash

and effldendes

"a

6:0 N. '.prInge< $500

RENTALS

In dada:

Office At:

carpet &. AJr
Laundry fadltt1es
Water. Trash &. Sewer
QeilJl&.Qplet
Nope'5

501 E. College
La,. l-BecIroomI
Efficiency Apartmeou
& Mobile Homes

aI $125.2

4383BcI77

Now Leasing

$270 a _ .

~-8~. $365. 3a:1m.

4367&169

lENT NON WHH£ )'OU IIillIilMl a

P.d choice. ·10-12-14 h. wi<l.,

"28IBbI71

~~~B.:Hir.;,t::~

No pel•.

5520

sa

516W.~,

za

804 N. CvIa>

$300

a

702 N.)ame$

52.50

I

$380

ShGWn by

Clean.
wen maintained.
furnished

Appointment
only

549-6610

llp3rtments.

FOR RENT-Close to Campus
ONE BEDROOM

403W.Elm14
402.1/2. E. Hester
4101/2. E. Hester
IWOBEDROOM
504 S. Ash apt. t
91 t N. CarIco
408 W. Cheny Ct.

409 W. Cherry 0.
520 S. CiiaIwn
509 1/2 S. Hays

lWOBEDROOM

402. 1/2.E. Hester
406 1/2. E. Hester
.11.10 E. Hester
703W_Hlgb
S07 lI2 W. Maln (bk)
4OOW.Oak.3
300 N. oakland
301 N. Springer
'2..14
3-BEDROOM

408 W. Cheny Cr.

3-BEDROOM

4-8EDRQQM

409 W. Oleny Ct.
52.0 S. G!aham
511 S. Hays
400 W. Oak f t, 12.

S03 S. Hays
511 S. Hays
2.12. Hospital Dr•
514 N_ Oakland
4OOW.OakII.I2.

300 N. Oakland

50S N. Oakland
Tower-Old Ri. 51
4-BEDROOM
505 S. Beveridge
300 E_ College
305 uestvlew

More For Your Rent Dollar
CarbOndale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

HEPROOM

•
•
•
•

300 E. College
305 CresMew
St4N. Oakland
67BEDROOM

4OOW.0ak

CABLEVISlQh
LAUNDROMAT
FREE LAWN SERVICE
LOCKED POST
OFFICE BOXES

free Bus to SiU

• FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
• FREE TRASH PICK·UP
• INDOOR POOL

Available
fall 8.. Summer 1989

529-1082

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

North Highway 51
INDOOR
POOL

549-3000
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Best U.S. gymnasts ready
for national championship
BLOOMINGTON,
Minn.
<uP!) - The men's division of
the 1989 U.S. Gymnastics
Championships will be up for
grabs this weekend but the
women's all-around title is
expected to be Brandy
Johnson's to win or lose.
"I think it's wide open," said
Lance Ringnald. a 1988
Olympian from Albuquerque,
N.M. "There could be some
surprises; b'lt it all boils down
to the person with the least
mistakes wins.
"Once you're at a meet,
that's all that matters..You
have to be able to take one
event at a time. If you it, fine;
if you miss, you have t{l 00 able
togo on."
'
The nation's best gymnasts
got in last-mmme work-outs
Thursday in preparation for
the three-day meet that starts
Friday at the Met Center.
Fortv-eight male gymnasts

are scheduled to compete,
including Ringnald and fellow
1988 Olympians Kevin Davis
and Wes Suter, as well as
NCAA national chamJ'~on
Patrick Kirksey. Davis, Suter
and Kirksey are all from the
University of Nebraska.
In the women's competition,
Johnson, a 16-year-old wbo
trains in Altamonte Spring,
Fla., beads the list of 'Sl
gymnasts. Johnson, wbo
finished lOth in· the 1988
Olympics, will be challenged
by fellow Olympian Cbelle
Stack, Juliet Bangerter, and
Wendy Bruce.
The top 12 men ami top 20
women' finisbers will be.members of the national
gymnastics squads.
Johnson became the favorite
wben Olympic medalist
Pboebe Mills of Northfield, liL,
retired last month. Johnson
said her npw role will not put

~;;GA~
('O~0<

~
a "0
cP 3 BEERS FOR A BUCK°t.-(Sl1"
2 FOR 1 MIXED DKINKS

more pressure on her.
"I'm concerned about hitting my routines," she said.
"I'm going about this as if I
were in last place. I'm taking
one event Ott a time. That's how
I approach each meel"
Johnson is the best gymnast
in the United States, said
Stormy Eaton, who trains
Bangerter and Sandy Woolsey
in Scottsdale, Ariz.
"Nobody's going to beat
her,"Eatonsaid.
Johnson is the favorite
C'lmes . for two primary
reasons, Eaton said.
"She has tremendous international experience," he
said. "The second thing is that
she's so darn strong that· it:s
hard to keep up wjth ben.'\'}Gr ~;.,
But Eaton bas high hopes for
his charges.
"We want to be among the
top three or four in this meet,"
Eaton said.

Saturday

THE NEWSBOYS
Hangar Hotline 549-1.l33

All 1?pk. cans....$4.99
BUSCH suitcase. $9.99
~

Lite

WIMBLEDON, from Page 16-whose two-fISted backhand
wilted under the pressure. The
Floridian also imposed selfinflicted wounds by serving
five double faults, three of the
them on break points.
It is the second straight year
Graf has reached the final
without dropping a set and she
has fielded only 20 points in
berSIX matches.
Although Graf now has won
her last eight meetings against
Evert after dropping the first
six, she did not expect an easy
match.
"I knew I had to watch out
and I didn't expect to get
anything from ber," the
champion said. "Chris is a
very competitive player. I was
unlucky in the first six
meetings we had. Sbe had
more experience and knew

how to win the big games.
Today, I could play better
tennis because I have her
strengths."
Na vra til ova took five
minutes less than Graf to
clincb her lOth appearance in
the final. Ranked No.2,
Navratilova was matched
stroke for stroke by Lindqvist

:hi~:l-~U~w~:.e~~
Navratilova with her formidable backhand top-spin.
There was only one break
apiece in the set and
Navratilova's experience in
tight situations saw ler
through the tie-brear.er.
The turning point in the
match came when Navratilova
broke for 3-2 in the second set.
"I decided to go for it and hit
some really good returns,"

said Navratilova, who reeled
off the last five games.
Looking ahead to the title
match, Narvratilova said:
"I'm now just one step away
from what my goal was that I
set myself in the beginning of
this year and then again aDout
six weeks ago when I really
started ,racticing with the
intent 0 winning this tournament.
"I want it badly; Steffi
wants it badly. It should be a
great match. I'm really
looking foward to il This is
what you live for."
Navratilova did not want to
dwell em the past, especialy
last year's final
"I don't thinIt it makes any
difference what happened last
year, two years ago or 10 years
ago," she said.

Above Ground

Pool Sale

l§pg,~~,~f!~!~!t~~ Strategy doesn't count for
FALL ARCHERY wild
turkey permit applications are
being accepted. Season runs
from Oct. 1 through Dec. 31.
Applications must be received
by the Illinois Department of
Conservation three weeks
prior to Oct. 1 to insure prompt
delivery. For details, call the
moc at 217-782-7305.
CONTROLLED PHEASANT
and Youth Pheasant Hunts will
take place at Illinois State
Parks in November and
December. For locations and
more details, contact the moc
at 217-782-7305.
ABOUT 87,000 firearm deer
hunting permits will be mailed
to applicants by the Illinois
Department of Conservation.
Unsuccessful applicants can
reapply for one of the more
than 6,600 permits available
for 61 counties beginning Aug.
1. The season takes place Nov.
17-190 and D~. 8-10. For
details, contact the moc at
217-782-7305.

Puzzle answers
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Davis in Jamie FaIT Classic
SYLVANIA, Ohio <UPI) Laura Daviea, defending
champion of the Jamie Farr
Toledo Classic, says stragegy
doesn't count for much on the
LPGATour.
"You just aim at the flag and
hit it pretty hard," she said.
Davies once drove a ball
"down hill 'lnd down wind" 340
yards in Hawaii. Her drives
average about 255 yards.
The Englishwoman dazzled
galleries as a rookie at last
year's tournament with
monster drives and pinpoint
approach shots. The $275,000
tournament, which begins
Friday, has been switched to
Highland Meadows Golf Club
after four years at Glengarry
Country Club.
"You just have to go in there

and take it as another t0urnament," Davies said. "You
can't just think of last year.
even though you're the wiDner."
Sponsors of the Jamie Farr
have signed a three-year
contract with Highland
Meadows, citing construction
of a new clubhouse at
Glengarry, where the old one
burned two years ago as well
as housing development
around the course.
Promoters were heartened
last month with the lastminute commitment to play by
Nancy Lopez. She had said she
might not participate because
of ber schedule, but changed
ber mind when sbe ~
Mveral events because of her
l_Jler'S illness.

COLUNS, from Page 16"-'In the year before Collins
took charge in Chicago, the
Bulls posted a mediocre 30-52.
The following season, 1986-87,
the Bulls improved to 40-42.
During the 1987-88 season the
team climbed to 50-32.
Collins played for eight
years with the Philadelphia
76ers. He averaged 17.~ f,'l'ints
a game and made AU·Star
team four times.
A native of Benton, Ill.,
Collins played high school ball
under current SIU-C l.J.cad
coach Rich Herrin. He starred
at Illinois State, where he
became the Redbirds' careeer
scoring leader and was a NO.1

draft pick.
He started on the 1972 U.S.
Olympic team that lost the
controversial
gold-medal
gaqle to the Soviet Union.
Collins worked as assistant
coach under Bob Weinhauer at
Pennsylvania in 1981. He
rejoined Weinhauer at Arizona
State for two years belore
coming to the Bulls in 1986.
Collins made a brief appearance at the Multiplex m
Deerfield, the Bulls' practice
facility. A receptionist said he
said goodbye to the staff and
told workers .. he would come
around and work out every
now and then."

SAVE $ $ $
While the selection is still good
24' Pools Insti:tlJed
from

$6417 /mo. to $85S6 /mo.
for qualified buyers
-

Expert installation
- Authorized Muskin Service Center
- Complete selection
of chemicals, water,
•
,,,, • ...,,...t1OOOUCIS
games, lounges

Q>1

ROXANNE M06IIf HOME

C~Y

SETTING 2 bdnn,~.
paIK>, carport. 0<, .,.,.,I .• lauridry,
~ no pob, oIw 6;687·~2.

MtfBORM: lARGE ~~I1!l"1

miloolO4l1hol~.Uni,yPoinl
school Di.tricl. ~350 month.

457-6610.

~BDRM. FlREPtA&~~':¥:
dryw.....
iJJ

and ,,·ater indo AYail
1;':51""',,,,,.529.3513.
5907Be183

. ·89
ICE

_ oORM. Unturn, gir,
en
51

~rl~:~'y, arrli':l~·s~

4387.
~

pan._

Qui .. P':"!t- 0..- ~... in park.
remanable rat... Laundromat in

~,L6~'I~54~~~

=RN MOBIlf dl~
do.. 10 SlU. Ioaatod off E_ Parfr. SI_

an Warren lid, 529-5332 or
529-5878_
7-7-89
42028b!69

WII7NOOO MOeIlf HOME Park,
Ia.g. ohodv lot. located on Giani
City 11-....1. ~29-5331, 529-5878_
"'2OA8b!69

u.::!

;5r.

12%183

AREA W1 (b;, 10 ~..
dean. iQ 2 bdnn apI.1s wnI. Irooh
oaic:I, $400. 529·1218, ~9-393O.

:'·12-<19

... 28OBo171

I
8EDRooM, COUNTRY
FURNISHED, .lee. appI_, corporl,

~~~:.l::'~~_~13.1d·

7-7-89

c·om. 3 BDRM; no

1!t,98e169
..,

"!d

;;:~~~.~·l"':<.~lnut.

457-SA3II.

~C¥Ui~

bdrm~

WEST, 2
carpeted & painted,

"0•• anil

~~~~~_6t4.'onnection.,
,jJ788e183

8-2-89

READERS NEEDED. PAID. hour. 10
be ""!JOIio.Ie!!. Call 529-9307 aIw
10 am. A.k lor Apt_ 34_
7-7-89

GIANT STEP UP
IN MOBILE
HOME LIVING
2&3 Bedrooms
at 910 E. Park

You'lIlove:
'Great New Locations
·Storage Building
'Lighted Parking
·Sundeck

.. BDRM. 1 GIRl. 2

Guvs·....!

1

"""" pen<>n. 01 u~~1iG ind.• $135
I""' mo. A..ail. immediately. 5293513.
8·2·89
59998a183
2 NEf0£6 fOR tum. Iroil«, canlral

C~\le;~' $iu~~t :;e,; [;"m~:
~.calIDon.S49-1531.

7·7-89
4737&g169
2 MALES N£HJED roll clean. Is 3
bdrm ftouse_ New corpeting,
cenrral air. $155. Abo mal. or

femal. for othet 3 bdrm hou ....
529-1218.549-3930_
7·12-89
427980171

.4235C169

AIRUNES NOW HIIIING_ flighl
Allendant>. Travel Agents.
Mechanica, Customer Service.

l:~~s.r.=c!U ri,O:S!8't.

6000 E;ct_ A-95Ol.
9-25-89

5922C25

~~7~E':'~:~.$d:'-~

687-6000 Ext. 11-9501 lor c:unanI
Iederal~u_

. !i~~ES NOW H'Rjn;~t
ou.ndan'l,

Ira",.1

agenl~r

meclaQn~ cu:uomer ~lIIrvic•.

:=,~~o,.l0~~
Ext.A9501.
9-5-82

Malibu Village
Now Renting

for Summer &. fall
Large Townhouse Aprs.,
now offering summer discounts.
Hwy 51 Sourh Mobile Homes
12 & 14 wide. with 2 & 3 bedrooms,
locked mailboxes. next ro laundromat.
9 or 12 month lease_ Cable Available.

2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College
Featuring:
Central Air
Cable TV
Washer/Dryer
Close to Campus
Natura: Gas Efficiency

Call:
Dvbbie

Sorry No Pets

529-4301

457-3321

ALL NEW 2 ~ 3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL IN
Close to campus

1/2!

Located at:
309.400.407, 409,

501.503 W. Colleie
507 &.. 509 S. Beverage

509 S. Rawlings

• Lighted Parking
• Separate Kltchens &.. Dining
· 3 levels
• Porch &.. Balcony
• Extra Large Bedrooms
• Central Air &.. Heat
• Extra Storage
(at no addidonal charge)

Available for Fall &.. Summer 1989
Pa!!-elt:D:lt1y Egyptian: JuJy7, ~~.'

519... 1082

Purchasing_ ~lerk
(must hove ACT on file)

Morning Work Block required
(8:30 - 12:30) to 'work- .
approximately 20
per week.

hours "

PREGNANT?

can BIRyttRIGHT
"-~T8IIing
Canlid.mial~

549-2794

215W.Maln

. Business majorspreferi'ed.
Computer experience helpful.
Application Deadline:
Wed .• July 12
Pick up applications at the
Communications Bldg.
Rm 1259 Daiiy Egyptian.
Job Description
available at front counter.
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University Museum features
painting, sculpture exhibits
By Carrie Pomeroy
S1affWriter

The Master of Fine Arts
exhibitions of painter Mark
Barone and sculptor Daniel
Hunt will be shown at the
University Museum through

Friday &... Saturday

DfilfCE PRRTY

~es~da~I:b~~=

Heineken Mugs ... 53.95

from 6 to8 p.m. today.
Barone, wbo comes from
Green Bay, Wis., depicts
building interiors as a
significant background for the
figures and actions in his

(You Keep The Mug - 95¢ Refills)

LivCl DJ Show

t:~~~~i~ttf=

buildings may have come in
part from his father, wbo is an
architect.
"Tbe building interiors are
set up as stage. settings for the
narratives in my work,"
Barone commented.
Narrative storytelling
through art is important to
Barone. Using common buman
themes sucb as relationships,
sexuality,
dea th and
loneliness, Barone tries to tell
stories to which each viewer
can relate.
Barone creates a narrative
effect in several ways. First,
he often uses multiple panels.
An example from the eXhibit is
"The Ring," a IG-panel work
which was originally intended
to be 12 panels. The work
was shortened because one
panel is being dis layed. in
aru.ther exhibit, a=tt!le other

=~:~ :k6FtPleted

in
Barone feels that tte
painting still conveys the
message be intended to
represent, despite the missing
panels.
Barone empbasizes bis
storytelling effects by working
with the size and shape of his
paintings and their placement
and positioning on the wall.
Barone's exhibit also includes some prints. The artist
became involved in printmaking during the last year
and a half when renovation at
the Glove Factory forced him
out of his studio. Prints were a

Monday

1/2 Price Beer Night
Doors Open 7pm - 7 Days A Week

760 E. Grand Ave.
convenient alternative to
painting because they could be
worked on in his bome.
Barone, wbo bas exhibited
his work nationally, has
received awards including
"Best of Sbow" at a Scottsbluff, Neb., exhibit and the
"1988 Purchase Award" from
the Evansville (Ind.) Museum
of Arts and Sciences.
Sculptor Daniel Hunt has
also sbown his work
natiooally, with dis\JIaYS in
California, IllinOIS and
Michigan. The recipient of a
graduate
from the
University's
01. Art and
Design, Hunt bas been casting
in aluminum and bronze since
1983.
Hunt gravitates towards
metals because of their permanence and because be
enjoys the process of casting.
"It's really pbysical," he
said.
Hunt's influences are
atypical, ranging from
customized automobiles to
billboards to television cartoons.
He cites
the
simultaneous complexity and
Simplicity of these mediums as
noteworthy. He sars that he
has often used the !mage of a
billboard "as a kind of

fell:

Twilight Zone window."
Highway imagery figures
prominently in Hunt's
sculpture. Cars, garages,
towers, billboards, and clouds
as viewed from a car window
are frequently represented.
Hunt feels that the idea of
motion and travel iJloukI be
implied in sculpture to keep
the work from appearing
stagnant. lie uses unusual
techniques to convey motion.
One technique is his sculptural
adaptation of "chopping."
"Chopping" is a process in
which auto cust0mizer8 cut
parts out 01. a car roof to give
the vehicle a more streamlined,
close-to-the-ground

a~=- that his father
and his instructors influenced
his work greatly.
"They've helped me realize
the importance of what you
have to say and bow you are
going to say it," Barone said,
explaining his opinion t!l&t art
is a form of communication.
Both artists' work will be on
display at the University
Museum at Faner Hall through
Tuesday. Hours are 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. weekdays and 1:30 to4:30
p.m. Sunday. Admission is
free.

457-2259

Back
-ToCampus
Advertising Deadline
July 19, 2:00pm
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Best U.S. gymnasts ready
for national championship
BLOOMINGTON,
Minn.
(uPI> - The men's division of
the 1989 U.S. Gymnastics
Championships will be up for
grabs this weekend but the
women's all-around title is
expected to be Brandy
Johnson's to win or lose.
"I think it's wide open," said
Lance Ringnald. a 1988
Olympian from Albuquerque,
N.M. "There could be some
surprises; h'lt it all boils down
to the person with the least
mistakes wins.
"Once you're at a meet,
that's all that matters. ·You
have to be able to take one
event at a time. If you it, fine;
if you miss, you have to b<.l able
togoon."
The nation's best gymnasts
got in last-mmule work-outs
Thursday in preparation for
the three-day meet that starts
Friday at the Met Center.
Fortv-eight male gymnasts

are scheduled to compete,
including Ringnald and fellow
1988 Olympians Kevin Davis
and Wes Suter, as well as
NCAA national chamI 'on
Patrick Kirksey. Davis, Suter
and Kirksey are all from the
University of Nebraska.
In the women's competition,
Johnson, a 16-year-old who
trains in Altamonte Spring,
Fla., heads the list of :rl
gymnasts. Johnson, who
finished 10th in the 1988
Olympics, will be challenged
by fellow Olympian Chelle
Stack, Juliet BangtC'rter, and
Wendy Bruce.
The top 12 men ami top 20
women' finishers will be
members Of the national
gymnastics squads.
Johnson became the favorite
when Olympic medalist
Phoebe Mills of Northfield, Ill.,
retired last month. Johnson
said her np.w role will not put

more pressure on her.
"I'm concerned about hitting my routines," she said.
''I'm going allaut this as if I
were in last place. I'm taking
one event at a time. That's how
I approach each meet."
Johnson is the best gymnast
in the United States, said
Stormy Eaton, who trains
Bangerter and Sandy Woolsey
in Scottsdale, Ariz.
"Nobody's going to beat
her," Eaton said.
Johnson is the favorite
C'lmes . for two primary
r'.!asons, Eaton said.
"She has tremendous international experience," he
said. "The second thing is that
she's so darn strong thal' it~s
hard to keep up with ben.y,dl ' i ·
But Eatoll bas high hopes for
his charges.
"We want to be among the
top three or four in this meet,"
Eaton said.

WIMBLEDON, from Page 16-whose tw~flsted backhand
wilted under the pressure. The
Floridian also imposed selfinflicted wounds by serving
five double faults, three of the
them on break points.
It is the second straight year
Graf bas reached the final
without dropping a set and she
has yielded only 20 points in
her six matches.
Although Graf now has won
her last eight meetings against
Evert after dropping the first
six, she did not expect an easy
match.
"I knew I had to watch out
and I didn't expect to get
anything from her," the
champion said. "Chris is a
very competitive player. I was
unlucky in the first six
meetings we had. She had
more experience and knew

how to win the big games. said Navratilova, who reeled
Today, I could play better off the last five games.
tennis because I have her
Looking ahead to the title
strengths.' ,
match, Narvratilova said:
Navratilova took five "I'm now just one step away
minutes less than Graf to from what my goal was that I
clinch her 10th appearance in set myself in the beginning of
the final. Ranked No.2, this year and then again aDout
Navratilova was matched six weeks ago when I really
stroke for stroke by Lindqvist started practicing with the
in a 41-minute opening set in intent of winning this tourwhich the Swede stretched nament.
Navratilova with her for"I want it badly; Steffi
midable backhand top-spin.
wants it badly. It should be a
There was unly one break great match. I'm really
apiece in the set and looking foward to it. This is
Navratilova's experienc1' in what you live for."
tight situations saw ler
Navratilova did not want to
through the tie-breaY.er.
dwell on the past, especialy
The turning point in the last year's final
match came when NavratiJova
"I don't think it makes any
broke for 3-2 in the second set.
difference what happened last
"I decided to go for it and hit year, two years ago or 10 years
some really good returns," ago," she said.

Saturday
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Above Ground

Pool Sale

::§p:p~§'~~t~!~.;,. Strategy doesn't count for
F ALL ARCHERY wild
turkey permit applications are
being accepted. Season runs
from Oct. 1 through Dec. 31.
Applications must be received
by the Illinois Department of
Conservation three weeks
prior to Oct. 1 to insure prompt
delivery. For details, call the
IDOC at 217-782-7305.

CONTROLLED PHEASANT
and Youth Pheasant Hunts will
take place at Illinois State
Parks in November and
December. For locations and
more details, contact the IDOC
at 217-782-7305.
ABOUT 87,000 firearm deer
hunting permits will be mailed
to applicants by the Illinois
Department of Conservation.
Unsuccessful applicants can
reapply for one of the more
than 6,600 permits available
for 61 counties beginning Aug.
L The season takes place Nov.
17-190 and D~. 8-10. For
details, contad the IDOC at
217-782-7305.
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Davis in Jamie Farr Classic
SYLVANIA, Ohio (UPI) Laura Davie5, defending
champion of the Jamie Fan
Toledo Classic, says stragegy
doesn't count for much on the
LPGATour.
"You just aim at the flag and
hit it pretty hard," she said.
Davies once drove a ball
"down hill '\nd down wind" 340
yards in Hawaii. Her drives
average about 255 yards.
The Englishwoman dazzled
galleries as a rookie at last
year's tournament with
monster drives and pinpoint
approach shots. The $275,000
tournament, which begins
Friday, has been switched to
Highland Meadows Golf Club
after four years at Glengarry
Country Club.
"You just have to go in there

and take it as another tournament," Davies said. "You
can't just think of last year,
even though you're the wiDner."
Sponsors of the Jamie Fan
have signed a three-year
contract with Highland
Meadows, citing construction
of a new clubhouse at
Glengarry, where the old one
burned two years ago, as well
as housing development
around the course.
Promoters were heartened
last month with the lastminute commitment to play by
Nancy Lopez. She had said she
might not participate because
of ber schedule, but changed
her mind when she Il".b!ied
r"Veral events because of her
,-_.her's illness.

COLUNS, from Page 16--'In the year before Collins
took charge in Chicago, the
Bulls posted a mediocre 30-52.
The following season, 1986-87,
the Bulls improved to 40-42.
During the 1987-88 season the
team climbed to 50-32.
Collins played for eight
years with the Philadelphia
7sers. He averaged 17.~ points
a game and made J\ll-Star
team four times.
A native of Benton, Ill.,
Collins played high school brill
under current SIU-C twad
coach Rich Herrin. He starred
at Illinois State, where he
became the Redbirds' careeer
scoring leader and was a NO.1

draft pick.
He started on the 1972 U.S.
Olympic team that lost the
controversial
gold-medal
game to the Soviet Union.
Collins worked as assistant
coach under Bob Weinhauer at
Pennsylvania in 1981. He
rejoined Weinhauer at Arizona
State for two years before
coming to the Bulls in 1986.
Collins made a brief appearance at the Multiplex in
Deerfield, the Bulls' practice
facility. A receptionist said he
said goodbye to the staff and
told workers .. he would come
around and work out every
now and then."

SAVE $ $ $
While the selection is still good
24' Pools Installed
from

$6417 /mo. to $8556 /mo.
for qualified buyers
-- Expert installation
Authorized Muskin Service Center
Complete selection
of chemicals, water,
games, lounges

Ryan, Reuschel highlight list of All-Star players
Kelly Gruber a! Toronto, third
baseman Gary Gaetti of
Minnesota, first baseman Don
Mattingly and second
baseman "teve Sax of New
York and outfielders Ruben
Sierra of Texas, Mike
Greenwell Qf Boston, Harold
American League Manager Baines 0{ Chicago, Jeffrey
Tony La Russa of Oakland and Leonard 0{ Seattle and Devon
AL President Bobby Brown White 0{ California.
The AL starting team,
picked Ryan, 42, for Tuesday
night's game-in Anaheim Calif. selected by the fa~l includes
ca~ Terry SteinDach and
Named as AL rt!SerVes were- fll"St baseman Mark McGwire
catcher Mickey Tettleton o{: 0{ oakland, second baseman
Baltimore, shortstop Tony. Ju,lio Franco of Texas, short-Fernandez and third 6asemaD stop_ Cal Riplten Jr. of

NEW YORK (UPI) - Pit·
chers Nolan Rvan of Texas and
Rick Reuscruil of San Francisco, proving bas~ball life
does not end at 40, Thursd.'\y
highlighted the reserves and

f~~:t::Slii:t!r~~

FANS;fro,m-PaQe 16
wen, what the bed. All's lair_~
in love and Cubs'-Cards war
right?
The Cubs have not participated in a World·Series
since 1945, the year they klst to
the Detroit Tigers, Then came
the disaster in 1989. Chicago
had - the divisiOn title in the
bag; however, the famous
"Amazing" Meta from New
Y\.'ric came 'Out of aowbere to
steal the tiUe.
Then there was the most

Cb.rdinals. It makes seose if
you think about it. Tbeft is
enoug... adversity in life. Why
compou.'ld it by rooting for the
Cubs?
Let's loot on the Oip side of
the coin. The Cardinals have
participated in three World
Series in this decade alone.·
They have one of the richest
traditions in the sperl The
team logo is a symbol of ex-

ceIleDce.
yet,I have Cub fans coming

up to me at this time of year
saying: "If the Cardinals are
the best team, Wby are the
'84 and faced the San Diego Cubs ahead of them in the
Padres in 8 best-of-five sw..dings?"· .
National League ChamWell for one thing, pennants
pionship Series. The Cubs won are not ~doo. ill July. If they
the tll"St two games in Wrigley were, the Cubs would be repeat
Field. However, this team is champions.
not one tobrealt tradition.
This season the Cubs--Cards
The Cubbies fell fiat on their
faces going O-fCl"-3 in San rivalry _ bas reached a new
high.
Four games separate the
Diego.The Cubbies lost the
series three games to two and top four teams in the division
(Montreal,
Cbicago, New
lost a chance to piay in the
World Series as well, leaving Yark, and Sl Louis>. The Cubs
and
Cards
are
both right in the
the bometown faitbful
disappointed one more time.,.-- middle of the pack.

:::~f=-:~~C:U:~

Yet Cub _faDS fill .wrigJey --

Field and back these chokers.
You w<MIld think that many of
them would switch over to root
for the nearby rival, st. Louis

But ~beI-

Cubbte faDS,

this is not the first time your
team bas been in the middle (I
a pennant race in early July.
Once again, they are notorious

BaltImore, third baseman
Selected as NL reserves team were catcher Benito
Wade Boggs of Boston and were catchers Tony Pena of ~t Santiago of San Diego, first
outfielders Bo Jackson of Louis and Mike Scioscia of Los baseman Will Clark of San
Kansas City. Kirby Puckett of Angeles, first basemen Glenn Francisco, second baseman
Minnesota and Jose Canseco of Davis of Houston and Pedro Ryne Sandberg of Chicago,
Guerrero of St Louis, _second shortstop Ozzie Smith of St.
Oakland.
National League Manager baseman Willie Randolph of Louis, third baseman Mike
Tom Lasorda and league Los Angeles, third basemen Schmidt of Philadelphia and
president. Bill White, chose Bobby Bonilla of Pittsburgh, outfielders Kevin MitcheU of
Reuscbel, who turned 40 last Howard Johnson of New York San Francisco, Darryl
May, along wiU. Tim Burke of and Tim Wallach of Montreal, Strawberry i New York and
Tony Gwynn of San Diego.
Montreal, Mark Davis 0{ San
Schmidt and Strawberry will
Diego, John Franco of Cin·
cinnati, Orel I1ershiser and Vince Coleman of St Louis, be replaced. Schmidt retired in
Jay lIowell of Los Angeles, ~ric Davis of Cincinnati, May and Strawberry -has been
Mike Scott .0{ Houston, John Andre Dawson of Chicago and $idelined with a fractured toe.
Smola of Atlanta and M:tch VonHayesofPhiladelr.nia.
~ will ~DIlOUDCe< his
Williams of ~cago.
,y~ to;, the sta~ NL replacements Monday.

~~~~n:ti B:~ ~~efde:!

Qouble headerS may ~ide
:~~Cic::=e~ ··~rican League Ea~

symbolic of wha~ they are all
about: C.U.B.S. (Cubs Useless
Bf September).
On the contrary, it is an oddnuinbered year and Cardinal .
f~ know what that means.
Aaotber flag for the Redbirds.
J.s for now, bear with these
Cabbie fans that believe they
are the Beast 0{ the East. In
the end. the Cubs will fInd a
way to lose and the Cards will
find a way to win.
Cbester Kessel; a Murphysboro native who is the
Seff-~imt"i No.1 Cub fan,
admits: "EveI1one is talking
about bow gOOL. the Cubs are
doing, but they'U mess it up.
They'll mess it up."
When the next Cub fan
boasts about the team, just
think about wbat· Cubbie
broadcaster Harry Caray will
be saying repeatedly in September at the end of telecasts:
"Holy Cow, Cubs lose, Cubs
lose." On the cohtrary, Car·
dinal fans will be bearing the
sweet tone of Cardinal
broadcaster Jack Buck
saying: "That's a Winner."
Then Cub fans can come uJl
with their favorite quote:
"Wait til next year."

BOSTON <UPI> - Tbe
The Red Sox will pia:' fIve
American League East race, < double-headers from J Ul'1 2R
with five teams bunched 1 througb Aug. 31, four against
bP.hind the leading Baltimore . AI. East clubs, plus a sixth
Orioles, may binge on a bevy against Milwaukee in the
of upcoming double-headers -season's flnal series because of
stemming from spring Wednesday night's washout at
rainouts.
Fenway Park.
"This is a lot for us" said
The Yankees have three
Boston Red Sox Genetal double-headers be,tween July
Manager Lou Gorman, whose 14 and Aug. 24, plus a single
team faces six double-headers. makeup game against
"It's the most we've had in the Califorma Sept. 4, previously a
day off before an eight-game
s~t:1!::b~~='~t on West Coast trip.
a little more burden because
Milwaukee faces tbree
we're . ~ting with 11 pit- double-headers, all in the AL
chers,' which takes one extra East.
"You may do some juggling,
~:a~l.er off the club,"
like have a guy who can go
Tbe Orioles hAve four eight or nine (innings) just go)
double-headers. upcoming, six and bring him back on
including one with the second- three days rest," Brewers
place New York Yankees and Manager Tom Trebelhorn
said.
two with Boston.

Sandberg, Dawson homers help Cubs win
CHICAGO (UPI) - Ryne the third and sixth innings.
Sandberg and Andre Dawson
Steve Wilson and Calvin
eacb bomered and the Chicago Schiraldi bailed Maddux out 0{
Cubs scored the tiebreaking trouble in the seventh inning.
run on consecutive errors by Mitch Williams burled two
shortstop Bip Roberts Thur· scoreless innings for his 21st
sday, sweeping a tbree-game save.
series from San Dieg() with a 7·
The Cubs overturned a 1~
3 victory over the Padres.
.deficit in the second inning
Greg Maddux, 8-7, gave up wben they pa:-layed a single,
seven hits, walked five and two walks and ~-oberts' errors
struck out four in six innings to into three runs.
post his seventh victory in his
Witb one out, Damon
last nine start.>. He escaped
bases-loaded, two-oot jams in Berryhill and Vance Law drew

consecutive walks off Walt
Terrell, 4-12. Shawon Uunston
singlP.d home Berryhill and,
one out later, Roberts booted
Jerome Walton's grounder to
load the bases. Roberts then
U>rew Sandberg's routine
grounder past second baseman
Roberto Alomar as Law and
Dunston !.'cored.
Dawson singled and scored
on Dwight Smith's double in
the fourth inning to push
Chicago's advantage to 4-1.

Vic Koenig Chevrolet I3'lahl
Preventive Maintenance
I.----------------,-----------------.
Air Conditioner
I
Tune-Up
f
I. Special
I 4 cyl. - $31.95 :
; $21.95 reg. 42.28 I 6cyl.-$41.95 :
I1 ________________
includes freon
I
8 cyl. - $51.95
I
________________

~P~:9S~
25to50%off

'W.hl

Entire Mens & Ladies Inventory
Running, Walking, Aerobic,
Basket6all, TenniS, Softball,
Baseball & Cross Training
Asics, Tiger, Avia, Converse, Bonic,
New Balance, Saucony

I

1Of, 5

~ilinois,

Carbondale lacross from the old train depot)
529-3097, Fri. 8. Sat. 10.7, Sunday 1·5

Exp: 7-14-89

I

~

Exp: 7-14-89

~

I

Free 27 pt. vehiCle inspection with purchase of either coupon special.
Prevent summer vacation breakdowns before they happen.
Exp: 7-14-89
coupons good on most cars & trucks

VIC KOENIG
C'Iil us 529·1000 or 9,'-:' 5470

Philosophy splits Bulls, Doug Collins
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
Chicago Bulls, coming off a
surprisingly strong run
through the playoffs, ThursdayJired Coa~ Doug Collins,
citing "philosophical differences."
"We know this will be an
unpopular decision, but we
truly believe this will be in the
best interClSt of all parties,"
Bulls Chairman Jerry Reinsdorf and Vice President of

~

Fromthe

Basketball Operations Jerry
Krause said. "We appreciate
the effort Doug has given over
the past three years.
"However, through the
years philosophical differences
between
management and Doug over
the direction the club was
going grew to • point where the
move was required. We wish
Doug well in all his future
endeavors. "

Collins had one year left on Eastern Conference finals but
his contract. He did not allude the team was defeated by
to any differences, but said eventual NBA champion
"words will not describe the Detroit Pistons.
void I will feel not being a part
The Bulls, led by the elecof the Chicago Stadium and trifying play of Michael Jorthis great team."
dan, finished the regular
"When hired three years season with a 47-35 record ago, I willingly accepted the good for fourth place in the
challenge of leading the Bulls Central Division. They upset
back to the type of team this Cleveland in the playoffs and
city richly deserves."
beat New York before losing in
Collins led the Bulls to the six games to the Pistons.

Reinsdorf and Krause said
they hope to "offer the job to
our first choice in the near
future."
Collins became the Bulls'
ninth coach when he took over
May 23, 1986, at age 36 - the
league's second youngest
coach at the time. He went on
to compile a 137-109 regularseason record.
See COIJ.IIIS, Page 14

SIU Rugby team heading for Milwaukee

i~.-:. Press Box Summer dub to play in sevens tourney
Greg Scott

By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

Cubbies
baffle this
Cards' fan

At the midway point of the
Major League Baseball season
st. Louis Cardinal fans are
confronted with the same old
problem: The Chicago Cubs
are off to another fast start.
Cubbie fans are thinking that
this is the season that those
years of frustration will be put
to rest.

Cubs win!
-Page 15
Cub fans continue tormenting Cardinal fans for yet
another season and they have
reached their peak in. 0bnoxiousness so far. Tbe little
bears held the top spot in the
National League Eastern
Division for the· first half
before falling into second place
behind the Montreal Expos.
One thing I have to give the
Cubbie fans credit for is their
devotion to the team. I would
have given up on them long
befor«:now.
I hate to remind Cub fans of
their past disappointment Oh
See FANS, Page 15

The SIU-C Rugby team is
gearing up for it's first tournament this weekend in
Milwaukee by having its first
scrimmage of the summer this
week.
"Man did it feel good to pop
someone," said rugger Tim
Ary, after the fIrst practice of
the summer that featured
tackling.
Tom Kostka, who is learning
a new position, hooker
(hooking is like hiking the ball
with feet). admitted that he
would be feeling the punishment he took in the morning
practice session. "This was
our first test to see how we will
doatsevens."
Sevens, according to coach
Steve Montez, is basieally the
same as the game as conceived by the English in 1823 at
Rugby Boy's School, except it
is played with seven ruggers
on a side instead of 15.
"Most of the game is
sprinting because there are
fewer guys," said Montez
explaining that the team still
has to cover the same nO-yard
by 75-yard goal area as in
regular rugby football.
One result is that the halves
are reduced from 40 minutes to
seven, with a two minute break
in the middle. Ary has never
played the game before but
said he !eels it would be:< wide
open game.
"It's going to be more one on
one competition. Once you've
beat your man it should be a

LeMond takes yellow jersey
in Tour iJe France trials
RENNES, France (UPl)
- Greg LeMond, the 1986
Tour de France winner
beset by injuries, Thursday
took the race's overall lead
with a l"8in-soaked victory
in the ~mile time trial
from :>inard to Rennes.
"It was a surprise for
me," ~ said. "I'm happy
now, ev~ if I don·t win
anything else in the race."
The
28-year-old
Californian claimed the
yellow leader's jersey from
Acacio da Silva of Portugal,
who fell to seventh. LeMond
was clocked in 1 hour, 3e
minutes, 12 seconds in the
fifths tag".! and leads with a
total time of 18 hours, 58
minutes, 17 seconds.
Laurent Fignon finished
third in the the time trial (56
seconds ~hind) and holds
second place overall onlv
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score."
Montez, who claims that one
of the reasons he is coach is:
"I'm the guy with the most
credible checking account,"
said he thinks the team will do
well in Milwaukee.
"We lulve guys that stick
together more than a lot of
college teams, we've got a real
good core unit," be said adding
that if the team keeps winning
it could play up to seven games
in one day.
Although the it is called SIU
Rugby, the team is recieving
no University funds for tJ. e
summer, Montez said. "The
guys pa~: their own dues and
buy their own jerseys. We find
our own rides and the guys will
probably stay at players'
homes around Chicago. "
Kostka said the summer
league is. more than just
Jlractice for the fall season. "I
think staying in shape for the
regular season is an afterthought. We want to win
Saturday," he said.
Montez said he thinks that
it's a little of both. "It teaches
them a new game and keeps
them sharp for the fall
season."
Montez said he does not
stress the party atmosphere of
rugby. Rather, he wants the
team to conceL'trate on winning. "Teams .that win - the
good times naturally follow."
"They'll have a get together
after the game and we will
exchange drinks, but really
our guys want to win this
tournament and we have a
good chance."

TIm Ary. senior In cinema and photography, tosses the ball
to a teammate In a SIU Rugby team scrimmage during
Wednesday evenlr.g's practice at the campus rugby field.
The team goes to Milwaukee this weekend for a tournament.

Graf, Navratilova in Wimbledon final

WIMBLEDON,
England
(UPI) - Steffi Graf, showing
little regard for sentiment,
blasted Chris Evert out of the
five seconds off me pace.
Wimbledon Championships
Defending champion Pedro
Thursday for possibly the last
Delgado of Spain placed
time, setting up her third
second on the day at 24
consecutive title match
seconds behind.
against Martina Navratilova.
Evert, making her 17th
LeMond showed he was
semifinal appearance in 18
back in shaJ'l: after two
years, gave a last, lingering
years of mISfortune, inllY..ok at the Royal Box from
cluding a near-fatal hunting
Wimbledon's famous Centre
accident, appendicitis and
Court following her 6-2, IH loss
other injuries.
to Graf. It may have been her
"It will be very hard to
fInal gooclbye.
FollowL1g her dismal per~~l ~~~1l~7J:~W,'~,~: formance
against the world's
been through in the last
No. 1 women's player, Evert
couple of years, this shows
announced
she was almost
Sf'.me good fortune for me."
certain this was her WimLeMond's victory was all
bledon swansong.
the more impressive
"I'm 90 percent sure I won't
because of the foul weather.
play here again," the 34-yearDelgado, an early rider,
old Evert said. "This will
established the time to beat
probably be my last one. I've
before the rains came.
worked hard this year and
LeMond, among the last to
can't see myself improving.
ride, beat him by 24
The girls are only going to get
seconds.
~ better. I'd be really shocked if
I came back next year -

unless I have a transplant."
Navratilova, shooting for a
record ninth crown, remains to
carry the flag for the
generation of past champions.
The 32-year-old left-hander
scored a Hi (7-5), 6-2 victory
over unseeded Swede Catarina
Lindqvist to reach the Wimbledon final for the eighth
consecutive year, and for the
10th time since 1978.
Navratilova defeated Graf in
the 1987 final, with Graf
prevailing last year.
Three-time Wimbledon
champion John McEnroe plays
defending champion Stefan
Edberg in the men's
semifinals Friday. In the other
semi, Ivan Lendl, winner of
seven Grand Slams but still
chasing his first Wimbleden
title, faces tw().time titlist
Boris Becker.
Evert, who won the first of
her three Wimbledon crowns
in 1974 when Graf was only five
years old, could not counter
the firepower of the 20-year-old
West German in their 68minute duel in the sun. The

temperature on court reached
100 degrees, and the long
baseline rallies took their toll
on the No.4 seed.
"After a couple of those
rallies I thought, 'Boy, if only I
was 10 years younger,''' Evert
conceded.
Asked what her thoughts
were when walking off court,
Evert replied: "I was thinking
this could be my last time on
Center Court. That Centre
Court is the greatest court in
the whole world. I'll always
rememoor it."
Graf,
who
ended
Navratilova's run of six
consecutive
Wimbledon
championships in last year's
final, showed why she is
favored in the betting to carry
off the $263,340 winner's check
Saturday. She advanced to her
lOth consecutive Grand Slam
final in remorseless fashion,
with two service breaks in the
first set and three in the next.
Grars booming forehand
piled on the agony for Evert,
See WIM:ll.EDON, Page 14

